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often new members, who exclaim that they had no idea that the Club was so

active. They were delighted with the activity that they attended;

interested that it was created by Club members; enchanted with the fine

art on the walls; fascinated by the archival displays. All this is a
revelation to them because they had not come out before.

How many relatively new members are diffident about coming to lunch or

attending an evening event? How many sponsors just forget the members

once they are accepted and do not follow through to see if they are
enjoying the Club? You might be amazed to know that people of stature in

O the creative and business community are shy about taking the first plunge

into the Club by themselves.

As we move into another decade let us all resolve to welcome our fellow

members, help them enjoy the activities of the Club and do something for

the Club ourselves. By volunteering and participating you will come to

appreciate more fully the virtues of.the ever-youthful A. & L.

MEMBERS' DINNERS

Who would have expected that on January 25, members would be listening

with keen interest to an erudite, yet informal and spontaneous review of

the complex research into the many translations of the Old Testament

including the Septuagint, the Latin description of the Greek version ofi

the Hebrew text, said to have been translated around 270 B. C. at the

request of Ptolemy II, the son of the founder of Macedonian dynasty of

kings ruling Egypt at that time.

Dr. John Wevers, Chairman of the Department of Near Eastern Studies at

the University of Toronto and Chaplain of the Club gave this brilliant

address, with no advance notice at all, on Robert Burns' night when a

distinguished panel were supposed to discuss the state of music in Canada.

Because this is a busy concert season for the musicians there was not

enough time for them to organize this session and all members look

Sforward to a later presentation with great interest.

John Wevers related how down through the centuries the Hebrew versions

have changed continuously before and after the Septuagint. For many of

the same reasons, (individual interpretations by scholars and changes by
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scribes), the Greek translation went through comparable changes until the

invention of mass printing by Johannes Gutenberg froze the text except fo@

minor typographical errorso

During the past two decades, John has been studying manuscripts, from

papyrus to parchment to paper, in a scholarly and important search for the

early, authentic origins of the texts. To do this, he has to be conversant

with the many variations in languages over the centuries and be able to

adapt his thoughts to the thinking processes and beliefs of the time.

He emphasized that Greek was the intellectual lingua franca of the Roman

Empire, (one of the reasons that St. Paul could be understood everywhere

he travelled), and commented on the Gottingen Academy of Science involve-

ment in this vital research project.

Colonel Norman Alexander, suddenly called upon to thank the speaker did so

with elan, contributing some witty poetry then, and later on, to the

evening's happy "happening".

Jim McLean and Malcolm McGrath then gave a brief, musical preview with an

excerpt from The Barber of Streetsville. Frank Fusco commented on the

state of music in Canada before the days of grants and asked John Wevers

about Far Eastern philosophy. This led into a brief, profound discussion

of spirituality and logic and the session then flowed on to music again

with Bill Haehnel in a light touch mood and John Jull giving an

eloquently expressed viewpoint on the importance of financial support of

music as one of the creative arts in Canada.

We wish we could report all comments and name all the participants, but

comments and ideas were expressed so spontaneously and wittily that your

amanuensis could not keep up. Participants and non-participants hoped

that such an evening would happen again in the true Ao & L. spirit.

Distinguished members of the theatrical world participated in a spirited

panel discussion on November 30 concerning the "State of the Theatre in

Canada". Introduced by Robert Christie, who arranged the evening in

consultation with Mavor Moore, the panel launched into the subject with

zestful enthusiasm.

Club member, Sean Mulcahy, as Chairman, started off the session, with

fiery passion and flashing wit, commenting that another committee on the

arts is the last thing needed with bureaucracy often stifling creativity.

This famed actor and director, a member of the Club, cited a Gaelic comment

to him at the Abbey Theatre and freely translated as "Don't forget the

customers", as essential for the survival of a theatre.

The panelists then really warmed up to their themes, interjecting, ad

libbing, debating with themselves and with members of the audience in a

high spirited, excitingly open and frank discussion of the theatre, the

acting profession, the creation and presentation of plays, the survival of

theatre in spite of reduced government grants. 9
Douglas Campbell, distinguished actor, commented on the miracle at

Stratford and with the other participants vigorously championed Canadian

talent. He spoke with force and conviction as the discussion turned to the
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discrepancy in fees paid for Canadian talent and imported "Stars".

*Parenthetically, he is a dramatic vital example of the nutritional

advantages of a vegetarian diet.

State support of a theatrical company versus going it alone commercially

was earnestly explored. Audiences and their reactions were analyzed with

perception and wit. One panelist reported that while travelling in the

States, studying theatres there, he was enthusiastically told that

Canada had far better theatrical companies and that directors visited here

to study, learn and recruit talent so often ignored by many Canadians who

often seem indifferently colonial in their attitude towards their own

creative people.

Ron Bryden, Theatre Critic, Historian, and Director of the Graduate Centre

for the Study of Drama, contrasted the scene here before he went to

England a number of years ago and the vitality he found upon his return.

He described the few talented, but struggling local theatres then and the

large number of active, vital companies today; an exciting and stimulating

mileu in which to work.

George Luscombe, Artistic Director of the Toronto Workshop Theatre

contributed with insight and conviction to the discussions, drawing upon

his experiences in building and encouraging companies of talented members

of the theatrical profession. Rick Salutin, President of the Canadian

Playwrights Association, with understated force described the frustrations

and delights of pursuing creativity in an environment where the

recognition of true art is often clouded by imported commercialism.

Mavor Moore, Chairman of the Canada Council and a member of the Club,

added immeasurably to the quality of the discussions, drawing upon his

versatile background of experience to help clarify many of the issues

raised and answer many of the questions asked from the audience.

Life Member Floyd Chalmers, who has been so generous in his support of the

theatre and arts in Canada, expressed the gratitude of all those present

on that worthwhile and rewarding evening.

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER

The Renaissance of the Club Choir was one of the truly superb highlights

of the Christmas Dinner held with traditional pomp and ceremony on

December 14. Directed by John Cozens, accompanied by Jack Yocom and

brought together through the organizing talents of Jay Manning, the

talented, dedicated and well-rehearsed members of the Choir contributed

immeasurably to the solemnity and festivities of the evening.

Everybody present, resplendent in tabards or medieval costume dined in

rich and sumptuous surroundings created by their fellow members. The

large, yet light and airy handsome decorations were designed by John

North, Harry Coughey and Hannu Makela. Around the walls of the Great Hall

were huge Christmas cards painted affectionately by some of the leading

*artists in the Club under the direction of Al Collier, Chairman of the

Fine Art Committee who created two. The other artists who contributed

their talents were Roy Austin, Ray Cattell, Walter Coucill, Yvon Doucet,

Reg Haist, John Joy, Gordon Laws, Norman Laws, John Secord, Bill Sherman,

and York Wilson, Vice-Chairman of the Art Committee,

Cs4u -rrS.~4Ba3
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The Archival display by Hunter Bishop, Archivist and Librarian enhanced

the visual spirit of the evening.

President John Hore of The St. George's Society brought glad tidings in a

speech that was witty and well received. Following the feast a ghost

story for Christmas, written by Doug Omand, chilled and delighted the

hearts of the members as they watched Confederation Revisited, with Wilf

White at the pianoforte, and Ted Brock, Bob Christie, Paul Fleck and Gary

Hall playing some characters famed in this over politicized land of ours.

Then came a truly historic moment in the Club. Co A. G. (Chuck) Matthews,

received a standing ovation by all members present for his great

contribution to the Club and for his unique record of attendance at sixty

consecutive Christmas Dinnerso Harry Ebbs recalled some of the altruistic

deeds of this fine, dynamic gentleman including references to Chuck's part

in sending Christmas dinners to the Savage Club at the conclusion of World

War II.

Reg Godden brought this memorable evening to a close with his sympathetic

interpretation of The First Noel.

CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON

A relatively new tradition of the Club is the Christmas Luncheon, this

year held on December 21. Members joined in singing carols accompanied

and led by David Ouchterloney who concluded this splendid luncheon

interlude with a truly stirring and inspired The First Noel.

MINDS ON THE MOVE

Professor Eric Arthur transported his listeners with delight to the early

days of his arrival in Toronto. They chuckled with pleasure and laughed

heartily at his light-hearted yet erudite account of his welcome to the

University of Toronto and his introduction to famed chess-playing members

at the Club. He traced the evolution of architecture as a faculty when

science and engineering academics gradually realized that practioners of

that scientific art were not just dreamers and watercolourists.

This presentation, on January 17th, touched lightly and with grace on a

bid for the construction of a famous mansion by an apparently diffident

nonentity who was world famous. Interesting insights into the city hall

competition and other architectural items of historic significance were

some of the highlights of this remarkable address that lasted exactly the

twenty minutes that it had taken Eric to read the text to his poodle the

evening before.

Past President, Dr. Pat Hume introduced Professor Eric Arthur with elan

and Vice-President Norman McMurrich, a fellow architect, thanked the

distinguished Speaker with appropriate wito

"The Lighter Side of Vincent Massey" enabled members of the Club to enjoy

the lighter side of four presidents: The Right Honourable Vincent Massey,

President of the Club, 1920-22; Dr. Claude Bissell, Past-President, the

University of Toronto; Dr. Carl Williams, Past-President, University of

Western Ontario; and Dro Malcolm Taylor, Past-President, University of
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Victoria, (B.C.), Past-Principal, University of Alberta, (Calgary).

S The subject of the discourse was fond of rhyming couplets. Carl

introduced the speaker wittily with a happy limerick. Claude, a past-

master of this irreverent art replied in kind during his fascinating ard

light-hearted presentation and Malcolm not to be outdone, "limerickly"

thanked him.

The luncheon on this happy December 6th, seemed all too short as we

listened to Claude review some of the amusing anecdotes and highlights of

Vincent Massey's career. We gained an insight into his deep interest in

the arts; observed the gradual rollback of the colonial clouds at Oxford;

saw him assume later the mantle of formality while maintaining his inner

impish sense of fun expressed in his collection of outlandish presentation

gifts stashed out of sight in the attic; and the arranged interruption by

a rhyming student during a most serious official opening of a renowned

academic building.

Truly a refreshing luncheon address. We eagerly await the completion of

Dr. Bissell's biography of Vincent Massey.

THE BARBER OF STREETSVILLE

The Mirage of Figaro with score by Malcolm McGrath and libretto by Jim

Parr played to capacity audiences for four nights: the last Tuesday and

Wednesday in January and the first Tuesday and Wednesday in February.

* Everybody thought that this operetta bouffe was even more enchanting than

Faust and Lucy, the previous operetta by this versatile creative team.

Acting and singing in a handsome set designed by Oxford McNeil, and

directed by Robert Christie, the cast Joanne Leatch, Paul Fleck, Betsy

Forster, James McLean and Ted Brock were just a delight. Their audiences

were enraptured and the applause was tumultuous, James Leatch substituted

for the part of Figaro on short notice on one evening and played his part

without missing a beat or line. Gilbert and Sullivan beware: McGrath and

Parr are after your laurelsl

Members of the Heliconian Club were welcomed to these evenings and their

President was invited as guest of honour on February 6 as was the

President of the University Club on February 5th.

LADIES' NIGHT

Members of the Club and their ladies had an excellent dinner and an

educational and unusual evening at The Academy of Medicine on January 18.

Dr. John Scott, a Past-President of the Academy and Chairman of the

History of Medicine Museum at the Academy welcomed everybody and took

them on informal tour of the Museum. Here are some notes that he

prepared about what Club members saw on that very worthwhile occasion:

Normally the Museum at the Academy of Medicine has three main displays,

a) The History of Medicine, particularly relating to Ontario, b) Paleopath-

ology - aisease of ancient man and c) The Drake Collection.

Because of the Display at the Art Gallery before Christmas, the Academy

(~-A~J-C~s r96~
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has a special display of "Disease in Ancient Egypt". This includes the

mummy Nakht, a 16 year old weaver who died about 3,000 years ago. The

autopsy, performed about 5 years ago showed that he died from a ruptured

spleen, secondary to cirrhosis of the liver, due to parasites in his bile

ducts. The same parasites are still common in modern Egypt. Since he

was only dried, not properly mummified, his brain, heart and liver were

still in the body and now are on display.

Other diseases shown in temple paintings are displayed along with mummified

heads with x-ray pictures of them showing evidence of brain and skull

diseases.

In the section of the History of Medicine there is a display illustrating

the early use of x-ray including Roentgen's original paper of 1896 and an

x-ray photograph of Lord Lister's hand.

There is a display of 19th Century Medical Electric equipment, with

examples of induction coils used to stimulate nerves and muscles which

produced obvious sensation and movement, but of doubtful therapeutic

effect.

The display related to Psychiatry shows the work of Joseph Workman who

introduced new and revolutionary concepts that treated the "Lunatics" as

sick individuals not as prisoners and side show freaks. He made Toronto

famous for the new humane treatment of mental disease.

The work of Abraham Groves of Fergus, Ontario who in the 1880's was

applying Lister's aseptic methods and so was able to do major surgery with

safety. The first appendix to be removed in North America is on display.

It was removed by Abraham Groves in 1882. Also displayed is a jar

containing round bladder stones the size of marbles which he removed the

next year.

For many years Dr. T. G. H. Drake of the Hospital for Sick Children

collected anything and everything that was related to the feeding and

care of infants and children. Later he added other artifacts that were of

medicinal use. Silver, glass, porcelain, pewter, bronze, furniture, prints,

stamps, touch pieces, tokens, coins, toys, samplers, books, etc., etc.,

ranging from the early classical period to the present are represented.

This outstanding collection is now in the museum with some of the overflow

in wall cases throughout the building. It is of· interest not only to the

medical historian but also to the artist and the sociologist for it

depicts changing traditions in child care over the centuries. The skill

of the unknown craftsmen and their artistic sense is evident in the

individual items.

In Osler Hall is the Centennial Mural painted in 1967 by Charles Comfort -

being a Map of Canada with portraits of the important men and women of

Canadian Medicine in the appropriate location on the map. Animals, plants

and events of medical importance are also shown.

Below the mural in Osler Hall is the display of books, papers, microscopes,*

slides and other memorabilia of Sir William Osler.
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CAROL SINGING - LADIES' NIGHT, DEC. 4

. As has become our custom the December Ladies' Night was devoted to the

singing of Christmas carols. Our baronial hall, magnificently decorated

by our artist members, made an ideal setting for a truly festive occasion.

The program was again under the direction of Malcolm McGrath who

introduced the numbers and accompanied on the piano. To add to the

merriment, Wilfe White joined in on the second piano for "God Rest You

Merry Gentlemen". Malcolm also introduced the four soloists from Timothy

Eaton Memorial Church: Brenda Luka, soprano; Joanne Leitch, contralto;

Geoffrey Rison, bass; and James MacLean, tenor; the last of whom is a new

Club member.

The program took the form of a series of the best known carols sung in

groups of two or three interspersed with four solos one by each of the

guests who sang less familiar ones. These were not only very delightful

but they also provided a welcome respite for the taut, (and untaught),

vocal chords of the members. As the climax to the evening the quartet

gave the first performance of a new work by Malcolm McGrath and Jim Parr,

the rising young team who have already given us "Faust and Lucy", and have

even greater treats in store for us in the New Year.

A rousing rendition of "We Wish You a Merry Christmas" brought a most

enjoyable evening to a close.

- Bill Haehnel

MUSICAL NOTE

Many members will remember the two outstanding recitals by the young

Canadian-Chinese pianist, Chai Chow, given as part of the Performing

Artists at Lunch series in December 1977 and April 1978. Shortly after

the second of these, he left for advanced study in Stuttgart and we have

just been informed by Walter Prendergast, who first introduced him to the

Club, that Chow has just won the Mendelssohn Competition worth $6,000.

I am sure we all congratulate this young man on his present accomplish-

ments and wish him even greater success in the future. Maybe we will be

able to hear him again after his return.

- Bill Haehnel

THE ARCHIVES

In the previous issue of this Letter it was recorded that Chuck Matthews

had undertaken to identify all Club members and guests that he had filmed

in motion pictures during the 1930's. This work has now been completed

and Chuck has presented to our archives eight reels of this rare footage.

Included are shots of 30 Charter Members, all but two members of the first

Executive Committee, (1908-09), 23 past presidents, some scenes from The

Chester Mysteries, The Marquise, Michael and The Poacher, as well as

*unique footage of Sir Frederick Banting in his laboratory. The Club will

always be indebted to Chuck for his generous gift of these valuable films.

(o'^-'fE&, qtoa
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During December the display cabinets housed a nostalgic collection of

Christmas Dinner programmes from the early years0  At the time of writing £
the current display consists of photographs of painter members - now all

deceased; some of these photographs were obtained from the James collection

held by the City of Toronto Archives. Our next display will be an

extension of the work of Franklin Arbuckle which is scheduled to be hung

February 9th.

Photographs and negatives continue to arrive occasionally. Ron Vickers'

fine shots of the two processions, (Christmas 1978), are now hanging in

the Lamps room; the difference in these is identified by lettering done

by Jack Secord. Lou Hartley continues to photograph archival displays for

record purposes. Dick Mastin donated photographs taken at various Club
activities; some of these have been used to illustrate announcements of
Club activities in the Archives book. Non-member R. B. Howard lent two
examples of the work of his grandfather, A. H. Howard, for photocopying.

- Hunter Bishop

THE LIBRARY

The Canadian Poster Book, sub-titled 100 Years of the Poster In Canada, by

Robert Stacey, gives welcome recognition to the commercial art industry.

Several hundred posters, many by Club members, and many in color, are

presented in this well-researched and carefully-indexed work. "To meet

the growing interests in painting techniques and material", the Federation

of Canadian Artists in 1943 decided to print The Technical Proceedings of

the Kingston Conference. This 48-page booklet explains such matters as:

pigments, resins and thinners.

Many and varied are the recent gifts to the Library shelves. Upper Canada

College 1829-1979 has been donated by David Matthews. The history of this

unique institution, with its near disasters and ringing successes, is told

in a candid and spirited style by Richard Howard, headmaster of the

preparatory school. David tells us that copies are available through the

College. A copy of Emily Carr by Maria Tippett is the gift of Hugh Anson-

Cartwright. Justifying its high acclaim, the biography engagingly tells

of the artist's struggles, both physical and spiritual, to produce art that

is truly Canadian.

During Blair Laing's signing session in the Club office, the Library

became heir to a copy of his autobiography, The Memoirs of an Art Dealer.

In a straightforward manner, Blair tells of the ,beginnings and development

of the gallery which bears his name. The book features reproductions of

65 paintings hitherto unpublished. Quebec Where Ancient France Lingers by

Marius Barbeau is a gift from Gerald Austin. Gerald is the Ryerson Library

student who recently completed the cataloguing of the Club Library.

Bill Shelden continues to be a source of interesting books. This time,

Bill has donated to the music shelf a copy of The Art of Conducting by

Michael Brooks. With an introduction by Sir Adrian Boult, the book deals

with the qualities of a conductor, interpretation, gesture and rehearsal.

John Grayson attended the recent exhibition of the Czech painter Jaro

Hilbert and received a signed copy of the artist's Sixty Years of Painting.W

John has donated this attractively illustrated book to the Club.
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Since the beginning of the year, members will have noticed a copy of

•Saturday Night on the magazine stand. This is a gift of Philip Clark.

A portfolio of drawings and excerpts from the travel diaries of Frederick

Banting, as well as an assessment of his painting by A. J. Casson, are

among the highlights of the Northward Journal 14/15, Edited by John Flood,

this issue maintains the quality standards of its predecessors. A

subscription to this publication has been donated by the Library Committee.

Norman Alexander has recently published a collection of inspirational,

witty verse and anecdotes. He has donated an inscribed copy to the Club

Library. The entire proceeds of this modestly priced paperback book are

being directed to research at The Hospital for Sick Children.

- Raymond Peringer

COMMENTS BY CURATOR OF CLUB COLLECTIONS

The first stage of the listing of club artists has now been completed.

53 artists have been placed on this list "by acclamation". Of these, 16

are not yet represented in the Club Collection. It is hoped that works by

Beatty, Brooks, Bush, Gagen, Gauthier (Jo), Heming, Home, Loates, Manly,

Murphy, Pepper, Timmas, Varley, Horatio Walker, Homer Watson and Winter

will be added to the collection before too long. (Gauthier and Horn have,

of course, contributed to the Presidents Portraits). In addition to these

53 there are approximately 30 others likely to be added to the list.

The items mentioned in the last letter received from Jerrie Stacey have

been identified as "Wolf Collar" - a lino-print (25/30)by Charles Comfort -

and a portrait of Oswald Stacey apparently by Jack Bush. The latter

appears to be a print which has been retouched. We have written to Mrs.

Stacey to thank her and thanks are also in order to Bob Christie for his

assistance.

The 1968-69 executive list by Yvon Doucet has now been completed and Doug

Panton has agreed to do the 1979-80 list.

The collection has received an 8" x 10" oil by Jim Forrester which was

purchased from his widow. We are extremely pleased to have this fine

picture entitled "Autumn" as a splendid addition to the collection.

A major transaction in the last few weeks has led to the acquisition of

"Two Pines, Lake of the Woods" circa 1927, 8%" x 6" oil on wood panel by

Frank Hans (Fraz) Johnston. With the approval of the original donors,

Ernest Corner and the family of Horace Corner, a larger more recent

painting was traded with Mro Cohen of The Canadian Fine Arts Gallery.

This is a most important addition to the growing collection. We would like

to thank Al Collier, A. J. Casson and Jack Wildridge for their assistance

on this.

- John Snell

O HELP WANTED

One of the busiest members of the Club is Roly Pincoe, who is omnipresent,

working many nights and many days to make sure that all the stage
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presentations are as perfect as can be. He urgently asks for volunteers

to help behind the scenes at the Spring Show. Here's your chance to

participate in show business in a fascinating way. Call Roly and tell him W

you can scarcely wait to get started on your backstage career - it's really

fun!

Member Fergus Cronin is gathering material for a book on Frederick S.

Challener, renowned artist and charter member of the Club, who died in

1959. Would anyone who has material or recollections of Fred please get

in touch with Fergus at R. R. 1, Palgrave, Ontario LON 1PO, Phone (519)

941-7633, or leave a message for him at 362-1361 in Toronto.

ARTISTS AT WORK

In order to keep the members aware of the art scene as related to Club

members this "column" will appear from time to time. It is not intended

to be critical but hopefully will be informative! Please advise the

undersigned of any items which may be of interest.

This column was somewhat falsely advertised in the last Letter by our

President who has been known to occasionally get carried away with his

prose. We were pleased to be called "perceptive", checked the dictionary

regarding "peripatetic" and surprised with "architect". Despite three

years at U. of T. and four years at Regent Street Polytechnic, London,

England, architect must be excluded from the description since we are not

registered. We will modestly accept the"new fresh approach of a knowledge-

able connoisseur", as being at least partly true.

The recent show on the walls of the Club was of drawings by members of

the Club and it is believed to be the first exhibition in the Club

devoted solely to drawings. This was a juried show and was a very

interesting one.

A. J. Casson is preparing for a one-man show at the Roberts Gallery

which will open on Tuesday April 8, 1980o

Al Collier has a show opening March 30, 1980 at the Kensington Fine Art

Gallery, Calgary.

Franklin (Archie) Arbuckle has been preparing for his one-man show at the

Club that will be hung on the walls on February 9 and officially opened at

Ladies' Night on February 13.

York Wilson has recently had two shows: at the Wallack Gallery, Ottawa and

an "Art for All" Show at the Windsor Art Gallery where he was featured with

70 works of which 35 were sold.

- John Snell

HOUSE COMMITTEE COMMENTS

Continually rising costs have made it necessary that the Executive

Committee take a further look at prices charged at the Club, and the

result has been a revision of prices charged at the bar.
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The new schedule of prices, effective January 1, is as follows:

Beer $1.00

Aperitifs

(Sherry, Vermouth,

dubonnet, etc.) $1.00

Spirits, including Brandy $1.50

Domestic liqueurs $1.50

Imported liqueurs $2.00

These prices are set up in multiples of .50 and this will make it possible

to sell tickets at .50 each, probably in groups of six.

Anyone who has had occasion to shop for bar supplies recently, or who has

patronized a bar or restaurant, will, I am sure, not be surprised at these

changes.

Every effort is made to keep costs down at the Club, but the price of

everything we buy is going up, and whatever our virtues, we are not

immune from the effects of what is going on around us.

- Doug Omand

HEALEY WILLAN CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

A media reception was held in the Great Hall of the Club on January 10 to

* announce and elaborate upon plans to honor the hundredth anniversary of

the birth of Healey Willan.

This year, many activities will be held across Canada in celebration of

this centennial.

Healey Willan was a distinguished and beloved member of the Club. The
affection in which he was held is reflected in the coverage that the news

media gave to the plans for the celebrations.

A Healey Willan evening is being prepared by David Ouchterloney for The

Arts and Letters Club. This will be held on December 5, 1980.

A TRIBUTE TO JOHN DENAVARRE KENNEDY, 1888 - 1979

Life Member John deNavarre Kennedy, O.B.E., Q.C., was "Peterborough's Own

Renaissance Man" as that city's Examiner eulogized him after his death at

the age of 91 last December 3. Much as Judge Kennedy achieved for

Peterborough in his years there on the Bench (1952-63) and during his

retirement, his provenance was much wider.

Jack Kennedy, as near-contemporaries in the Club called him, was a

personage of numerous interests, civilized mind and singular attainments.

The list is long: Toronto legal light (KC 1943); tennis star, (a dozen

cups are still displayed in the library of his Peterborough home and he

was secretary of the Canadian Lawn Tennis Association, 1922-45);

humanitarian, (President of the Canadian Federation of Humane Societies

and Life Member); author, (three novels, one a thriller written as a dare

that he could write a publishable one). At the Club in the 30's he took

part in stage productions, orchestrated by Maclean's Editor).
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So runs the Kennedy catalogue. His sporting record -- including sailing

the largest vessel on the Kawartha Lakes for which younger friends were

enlisted as crew -- is all the more remarkable since he had only one arm,

(the other was stunted at the age of 10 by pre-1900 medical practice,

following a bout of polio).

Like other younger sons of aristocratic British younger sons, young Jack

Kennedy, (of the lineage of the Marquis of Ailsa), was despatched to farm

in Canada after taking his degree at Cambridge. The only survival of that

romantic venture in British Columbia is a log cabin Kennedy and a pal

built. He was called to the B.C. bar in 1918, to the Ontario bar in 1921.

During the Second World War John DeN. Kennedy served as Director-General

of the legal department of the Ministry of Munitions and Supply, (one of

Co D. Howe's chosen men). For this service he was awarded the O.B.E. and

in 1950 published a three-volume history of the department. In 1952 he

removed to Peterborough.

There he hustled the citizenry into providing adequate protection for stray
and ailing domestic animals, tried to get the main street furbished in

decent congruence on the Norwich model, (with limited later success),

sailed the Kawarthas in genial style, rendered some remarkable judicial

decisions, (e.g. putting on suspended sentence a confessed killer),

edited Chitty's Law Journal, and wrote a manual for judges Charges to Jury

of which he was proud.

Jack Kennedy was kind, without guile, but with a developed whimsicality.

Incidentally, he developed his beard after his retirement from the Bench.

His lasting contribution may be in his art. He was an honorary member of

the Canadian Society of Painters in Water-colour. Several of his paintings

are deposited in the National Gallery.

As recently as last May a retrospective was held in the Arts Loft Galleries

of Peterborough. Some 50 of his paintings were on view, along with more

than a score of the water-colours of his wife Marjorie H. Kennedy. In

Judge Kennedy's show were six smallish exquisite watercolours of Cambridge

colleges done in 1908-10. All sold handsomely the day of the preview.

Judge Kennedy is survived by his second wife Marjorie, (his first wife,

Elsie, died 15 years ago), by his daughter Anne, (Mrs. Frank Dudas), of

Toronto, and by three grandchildren.

- Thomas J. Allen

A TRIBUTE TO DONALD GRANT CREIGHTON

Donald Creighton died on December 19 after a long, frustrating struggle

with cancer. Probably frustration was the worst part of his ordeal. For

he was a warrior, and the fighter disarmed knows discontent. Some of the

battles that engaged him seemed minor at the time, some were distinctly

important. All were engrossing to him and he won some famous victories.

Especially in defence of values cherished by his fellow members of this

Club. In the "thirties" he challenged the immature, anglophobic under-

side of Canadian isolationism; in the "forties" and "fifties", he fought

with growing ferocity our drift into the American economic-military
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sphere of a new and obnoxious colonialmism; in the "sixties" he was a

*brigade commander in the struggle to stem the Americanization of our

universities, especially the branch-plant New Left aspect which brought

many of those universities to their knees and, at Toronto, smashed the

honours course structure which had been the core of his university's

teaching pre-eminence. In the last decade he outraged the bleeding hearts

of our ascendant provincialism by forthrightly condemning those who would

either promote or condone dismemberment of Canada.

Creighton's detractors, whom he frequently dubbed "pestiferous", had one

thing in common: they ignored his consistency and mistook his splendid

use of invective for unreasoning passion. What in fact called forth his

most energetic endeavours were the beleaguered concept of excellence and

his profound belief in the unity of the cultivated life. A humane

conservative, he was suspicious of majorities and abstractions. He

believed, with Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke, that history is

philosophy teaching by examples. Because he was a humanist he wrote

history with close attention to the people who made it; and those people

were never viewed by him as toy automata in the hands of vast impersonal

forces. Rather, by drawing upon their strength of character, his heroes

enhanced their humanity by milking from circumstances the most and the

best that could be achieved. He despised small men of limited vision,

like Mackenzie King, for whom the St. Lawrence was chiefly a valley of

humiliation.

Creighton's Laurentian interpretation of Canadian history, marked out in

*The Commercial Empire of the St. Lawrence (1937), and extended in his

dramatic biography of Sir John A. Macdonald, (1952-55) owes much to the

speculative investigations of his friend, Harold Innis. But in the

Creighton version it is always the men, rather than the "determinents",

who decide what will be done, (or fail to be done), with the staples,

the climate, with the Shield itself. In his books, articles, lectures

and seminars, Creighton mapped the great events of our history; upon the

social and political personality of that history his influence will be

enduring.

To many, Donald Creighton loomed aloof and irascible, as craggy as Cape

North on a dark day. To his friends, colleagues and students, he was

usually warm, gracious and generous of his time. He enjoyed nothing more

than good conversation and the clash of informed opinions - unless it were

the ecstasy of clothing his own thoughts in the beauty, drama and

precision of the English language. In the latter enterprise he was the

master of us all. And he liked to prick pomposity, as he sometimes did

by announcing that P. G. Wodehouse, (whose convoluted plots and piquant

phraseology he committed to memory), was one of his favourite stylists.

He was not pretending, as one of his descriptions of Laurier's extravagant

railway policy proves: "Before the gluttonous eyes of railway promoters,

engineers, and contractors there was spread a luscious barbecue beside

which the meagre opportunities of the Canadian Pacific Railway syndicate

must have looked like the lenten supper of a particularly ascetic and

frugal order of monks".

SIt is not surprising that Creighton was also a talented watercolourist

and that here too he expressed himself with decisive strokes and strong

contrasts of light and shadow.

C~7hl-FFg~ t9~o3
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The Club was honoured by the membership of this fine scholar and patrict.

- Kenneth McNaught

A TRIBUTE TO ERIC ALDWINCKLE

"Puer aeternus" - the eternal boy, turned into a negative "senex" - an old

embittered man looking for death. The latter only in the latter years.

But even then there would suddenly appear flashes of the earlier self, the

one I'll never forget, the one that was full of life, charm, sensitivity,

curiosity, and natural talent in such abundance it could move in any

direction, be it painting, music, or theatre. He also wrote letters of

such skill and wit that I felt even a literary career might have been

possible for him.

I owe Eric Aldwinckle a lot, quite possibly my own career in music. In

1942, just as he was about to embark for other parts as an official war

artist with the R.C.A.F., he took the great trouble to phone Reginald

Godden and arrange for me to see Reg, thus initiating a train of events

leading to my lifetime commitment to music. That kind of generosity and

encouragement were the qualities and actions of Eric at his best, and he

gave his best to many people. I am extremely grateful that I was able to

thank him before he died.

- Harry Sommers

Postscript by Reginald Godden

Eric was born in England and came to Canada in 1921 at the age of thirt' en

and from then to the end, Toronto was his home.

In his prime - the 30's, the 40's and the 50's Eric was a conspicuous and

productive contributor to the arts in this city and particularly so in the

life of this Club. He also served as a War Artist in the Air Force.

He was handsome, magnetic, highly sensuous and multi-gifted. His

contributions from the stage of the Club were many and two stand out as

truly memorable -

A superb mime of a tympanist waging battle with a buzzing fly during a

performance, (on record), of Beethoven's Leonore Overture. The fly was

victor and Beethoven's climax was buried under score sheets, a music

stand and up-ended kettle-drums.

Secondly, a three-night presentation in 1947 when he and another singularly

gifted artist, Scott Malcolm, pooled their imaginations and resources in

what was aptly named "Variations on a Theme" - a unique and sensitive

unfolding of movement, mime, music and images.

Amongst the many choice moments were two especially written for the

occasion - 67 year old Healy Willan's Suite for Fittle Flutes and 22 year

old Harry Somer's Suite for Percussion.

The whole thing was vintage Aldwinckle and Malcolmo

For the last decade of his life, Eric experienced gradually declining
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health and spirit. The end came to him alone in his apartment on Rose

Avenue in St. James Town - an utterly alien environment for this most

sensitive soul.

The day was Sunday, January the thirteenth and the Coroner's verdict,

"Death from natural causes".

Eric's letters, on which he lavished loving care, are treasures and from

my collection I wish to say farewell to him via this portrait in words of

an artist who cared enough to make of a recipe for lamb stew a work of

prose art. It came to me after a memorable dinner at his digs - a dinner

at which I was the sole and fortunate guest.

February the something or other, 1970

Master Reginald Godden:

It is 2 a.m.

You asked for the recipe. This I now give°  And for our further

interest I went into an examination of the actual cost which is surprising.

I do warn you that putting a simple thing into words can look highly

complicated, so don't be put off by the verbal instructions.

Now as any good woman will tell you; if you want a stew you just

Sthrow some meat and vegetables into a pot and boil the hell out of it while

you watch toV. The result is exactly what you deserve.

But this, our last supper, is of a different order and must not be

called a stew, or even the French equivalent, ragouto 
Oh no' It is an

amalgamation, a concord, a sympathy empathy and harmony between meat 
and

vegetables, lovingly brought into unison with 
the willing synthesis of

two herbs; parsley the male, and Rosemary the female, under the strict

surveillance of God who is generally found with a dirty apron on and a

wooden spoon in his right hand, looking for an oven glove.

But I am digressing.

Let us drive toward the facts.

Recipe/ LAMB UNISON

1 lamb flank, (if sexually disoriented, lamb breast) flank is 38

cents. Breast is naturally double or 76 cents.

One onion

One carrot (These greens can vary, but notice that

One strip of green celery these are all "sweet". Don't chuck in

One chicken cube broccoli or cabbage which have to be

Two small potatoes handled separately with kid gloves)

1/2 pound of mushrooms

Deal with the meat at noon. Sear it at high heat on all sides.

And then, one onion cut in half.

~c~ ,F~F~.~4Bo3
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One clove of garlic, bashed.

One teaspoonful of vinegar.
One chicken cube and two tumblers of water.

Reduce heat to the lowest possible temperature and leave alone for

four or five hours. It is not even simmering. It is lurking.

When done, strain off the liquid into a bowl which you put in the

freezer section of the refrigerator.

Take the bones out of the meat, they should come out like a loose

tooth, and eliminate or remove any fat. Put aside to cool.

About an hour later, the bowl of gravy will have a neat cap of

solidified fat which is removed by knifing around the bowl and lifting

off the pancake of fat leaving you with a clear consomme of lamb cum

chicken cube, and onion plus garlic.

While it is cold you mix this with two dessert spoons of corn flour,

and stir in a pan over heat until it thickens into a translucent glaze, at

the same time adding one heaping teaspoonful of Rosemary crushed and

ground finely, (if dry) or chopped finely, (if fresh). Add half a

teaspoonful of salt and a quarter of pepper and a pinch of cayenne.

Pour this concoction over the lamb pieces and put on low warming

heato

Enter The Vegetables -

Ideally leeks are perfect for this dish, but when you came they

were not in season so I used the tried and true onion, which is of the

same family.

Peel but don't chop the onion. Slit it on its perpendicular, and

unfold it with your fingers which gives you wholesome chunks.

One winter carrot, sliced in chunks.

One outside green celery stalk cut in one inch lengths.

One peeled potato cut into man sized chunks, (Prince Edward Island

or New Brunswick). Avoid any potato which has been anywhere near Holland

Landing, Ontario. These are marsh potatoes bunged with chemicals, and

saturated with tears.

Put these in a pan with a heaping dessert spoonful of butter and

swizel them around to coat them and add one bay leaf and a glass of water.

Boil furiously at high heat. Put your timer on for 10 to 12 minutes.

Watch it!!''''!

Meanwhile take the button mushrooms and don't peel them if they

are young and fresh. Either wipe them or wash them. Saute these gently

in a pan of butter at medium heat until they blush with dignity.

You will get the message that they want to get together with the
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vegetables for a small conclave before they give the news to the meeting

of the meat.

Pour off the precious liquid of the vegetables cooking upon the

panting lamb, and add the mushrooms to the vegetables which should be

covered by a lid because it is private.

These two pans are separate, to make myself clear -

One pan of lamb cuttings, stewing with desire without much heat.

One pan of unpolluted vegetables panting for unison or holy

communion.

Just before the August guest arrives you add one squeeze of lemon

juice to the lamb and gravy, and pop in the seductive vegetables, and
close the lid again, for this is again very private and must be kept on

the most tender heat.

So there it is.

I add that you can do the same thing with ribs of beef, substituting

Oregano for Rosemary and Oxo cube for chicken cube at about the same cost.

It is hard for Philip Clark to believe but here are the costs, which

I examined because you expressed interest and as I have never examined it

in detail, so was I.

lamb flank .38

one onion .03

one carrot o02

one strip celery .02

potato .05

chicken cube .05

1/4 Ibo mushrooms .20

parsley and herbs .05

.80 for two people

if breast of lamb .38

$1.18 for two people

There are these other evaluations.

Labour (at bricklayer rates of $6.80 an hour) - 27.20

Love, care and attention, which is priceless - 00.00

Entertainment tax 5% 1.36

Well, Master, I wish you success with this for it is, as you know,

quite wonderful. It was also a complete delight to share it with you and

the clean plate is the best compliment.

Your devoted friend,

Eric

L~R\-C~g. treo0j
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A TRIBUTE TO PAGE TOLES

A philosophical and highly creative member of the Club passed away on

December 28. Page Toles, a superb photographer, was represented in

groups or one-man shows at the Arts & Letters and elsewhere.

From a very early age he was deeply interested in photography and after

studying at The Ontario College of Art, he concentrated 
on creative

photography doing illustrations for leading Canadian publications.

Along the way he was a co-founder of Loomis & Toles that started in the

old Ward-Price Ltd. Building. There Page gave sound advice to fellow

professional and aspiring artists alike. Franz Johnston used to drop

in from his nearby studio and chat.

Page then went to the CBC in the mid 1950's where he was in charge of

still photography until his retirement for health reasons a decade

later. He continued with the CBC as designer finding time to create

two superb books: Ancestral Roof, studies of early Canadian architecture

and Hallowed Walls, a similar, beautiful treatment of old churches.

Page had dreamed of retiring to Ireland but after the passing of his dear

lady he decided to stay in Canada where he benefited from the devotion

of his daughter Gillian and his son Peter. Peter, a photographer and

musician in his own right, worked on creative projects with his father

and they shared many photographic techniques together. For Christmas

they planned and took a photograph of Page as an Edwardian photographer,

complete with large camera and a large birdie to watch, posed in the

only heavy snowfall of this winter. A copy of this photograph is now

in the archives in the Club.

A sensitive observer who created striking compositions with impeccable

technique, Page left a legacy of a lifetime of dedication to photography:

an estimated quarter of a million negatives and prints.

His many Arts and Letters friends will miss his quiet presence and

informed conversation at the Club.
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A CHANGE OF PACE

With Summer comes a change of pace and a happy change to a far more
professional Editor of this newsletter.

This is the last issue by your amanuensis who inadvertently and unexpectedly
took on this fearsome responsibility in November 1978 in addition to other
pressing duties at the Clubo

Because he was present at all Executive Committee meetings and Club events,
he also undertook, a year ago, to prepare calendars of coming events with
"ne mailing a month to keep down costs. Something had to give and he is

*uly remorseful that this issue was not sent to you a few pages at a time
over the past few months on a more systematic basis.

Heartfelt gratitude is expressed to all those who contributed to the news-
letter over the years. They have all been recognized with bylines.

The new Editor is unequivocally commended to you. Greet him with your warm

blessings of goodwill!

THE ANNUAL MEETING

The Annual Meeting, on May 22, was a model of decorum as A 4 L members
listened to a spirited rendition of the Club Constitution by the enthusiastic
choir under the direction of John Cozens, and participated in business
discussions endorsing the recommendations of Treasurer Bill Wingfield that
he had made at a Special General Meeting held earlier in the year.

Following the Treasurer's clear and succinct statement of the financial
position, the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the dedicated Committees
reported wittily and concisely on their contributions to the spirit and
strength of the Clubo Volunteers all, the members of the committees deserved
the applause accorded to them!

Although the Meeting was considerably shorter than last year, the outgoing
President gave a brief valedictory before introducing the newly elected

-i:

«esident and ceremoniously handing over to him the gavel, the robe and the
ain of office.
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The new President, Norman McMurrich, is a true professional in the finest
sense of the word. He is a distinguished architect, a past-President of W
the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, who has served others in many
public-spirited ways. His acceptance address was a sincere, inspiring call
for action and concluded with the supremely happy note that the bar was
officially opened.

Here are the names of those who have been elected by their fellow members
whom they have volunteered to serve:

Officers: President, Norman McMurrich; Vice-President, Paul Fleck;
Associate Secretary § Counsel, Ernest Newson; Secretary,
Bill Osler; Treasurer, Bill Wingfield.

Executive Committee:Hunter Bishop, Alan Collier, Harry Ebbs, Howard Gerring,
Jay Manning, David McCordic, Tony Muntzer, Doug Omand,
Ray Perringer, Bill Sherman, Sandy Stewart and
Wentworth Walker.

(Their areas of responsibility will be reported in the
next issue of this Letter.)

The Club is really on the move. Morale is high. All, Professional Members
and Members alike, realize that the A § L is unique; an enhanced version of
the founders' dream of an intellectual and aesthetic haven in a workaday
world.

After the Annual Meeting dinner, the members became involved in a lively
discussion about "Politics in the Arts" inspired by a superb panel
arranged by Arthur Gelber, Chairman, Ontario Arts Council, who had just
completed a distinguished two-year term as Chairman of the Planning
Committee of the Club.

Paul Fleck introduced the other members of the panel that included Louis
Applebaum, Chairman of the Applebaum Commission on the Arts; The
Honourable Reuben C. Baetz, Ontario Minister of Culture and Recreation;
Robert E. Landry, Chairman, Business Sponsorship Committee, The Toronto
Symphony and Vice-President, Imperial Oil Limited; Mavor Moore, Chairman,
Canada Council and David P. Silcox, Director of Cultural Affairs for
Metropolitan Toronto.

They discussed the future of the arts in Canada; the parochial versus the
national approach; the importance of variety of support, from large and
small communities. The panel members emphasized the growing importance of
corporate support in the encouragement of the development of the visual and
performing arts.

The sophisticated, pioneer Massey Report was cited as a pivotal point in
the Canadian arts and the contribution of Floyd Chalmers was recognized as
selfless dedication that should be emulated by other public-spirited citizens.

Co-operation between governments and the arts would offset some of the
undue emphasis on rights rather than needs. Folk arts and crafts are

exploding and no Province is underprivileged culturally. Increasingly, the
arts in Canada are attaining importance overseas. Sponsorship by private
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enterprise can be an enlightened form of self-interest. A certain number

h chosen organizations should be set aside as national institutions and

put on the world stage because excellence enhances the impressions of a

country. Patronage is not charity but the expression of a responsible

attitude by government, business and individuals. Responsibility must not

be handed over to any one group but should be maintained as a partnership.

Lively questions and answers concluded this Annual Meeting evening that

someone commented was almost an annual meeting of The Order of Canada

because so many distinguished Club members were present.

THE SPRING REVUE

If you were fortunate enough to be part of one of all the enthusiastic

audiences that hailed the 1980 Spring Revue, you would have been blasted

"Out of Your Mind",

What a session! Members of the Club surpass themselves every year in their

enthusiastic participation in this review that is unrivalled by any other

club anywhere.

Non-Club members wonder: "How do they do it?" "How can they be so much

more sparkling than a lot of stuff that passes for entertainment for the

general public?" "Do you mean to say they put on this show every night and

go to their offices, studies or studios the next day? Where do they get

all that energy to create the music, write and perform the show in their

pare time?"

Everything and everyone related to the Revue come in for high praise from

the music scores and librettos to the handsome panels (works of art created

specially to enhance the walls), the scenery, sets, the acting, the team

work backstage, the efficient bartending and delightful volunteers who

served. This is a peak load time for the Club staff and all of them worked

effectively to help keep everything shipshape and efficiently organized.

If we had more space we would gladly publish the names of all volunteers

and members of the Club who made this show a rousing success. The printed

program went a long way to acknowledging everybody who contributed,

All A § L members are indebted to their colleagues and their ladies who do

so much to make the Spring Revue an annual event of great significance.

BIRTHDAY LUNCHEON FOR "CHUCK" MATTHEWS

Jack McClaren, famed Life Member of the Club, who travelled from Goderich

summed up this distinguished Luncheon on April 9th in a letter written in

a firm artistic hand: "Thank you so much for the most wonderful time that I

have ever had at the old Club, It was indeed wonderful to see and meet

companions of days gone by......I thought all accolades to Chuck were

excellent and Chuck's reply was outstanding."

Sack's comments were echoed by everybody there. What a reunion in honour

f Chuck! The Life Members, distinguished Honorary Members, Professional

Members, Resident and non-Resident Members, all met together in celebration
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of the Ninetieth birthday of C. A. G. Matthews who has done so much for

the A * L and attended every Christmas Dinner for the past sixty years0.
He has inspired his fellow Members from the Group of Seven to the present

and he has recorded in cinema film and slides their activities and
portraits at Club functions or in their studios, studies, laboratories and
homes.

Hunter Bishop opened the formal part of the luncheon with an historical

recounting of some of the good works done by Chuck and he related these to

the superb archival displays devoted to the Guest of Honour. He expressed

the gratitude of the Club members to him for his gift to the Club of eight
reels of 16mm film of great historic value.

Alan Collier paid tribute to the Guest of Honour with some well-chosen

words, sparkling with the Collier wit and warmth.

Dr. A. J. "Cass" Casson recalled how he had been associated with Chuck

Matthews for many years at Sampson and Matthews. He said that since he
had stopped calling him "boss" their friendship had blossomed more than
ever. This sincere, beautiful praise was typical of his gracious approach
to old friends and new.

Dr. Harry Ebbs, then commented upon all the happy times that he had enjoyed

with his friend Chuck at the Club or up at Canoe Lake. He briefly covered

well over fifty-five years of true friendship and introduced the birthday

cake.

Toasted in wine and loudly cheered by his host of friends present, Chuck

responded in a strong, vigorous voice and told all present what the Club

had meant to him over the years. He had modestly listened to all the

sincere compliments and he replied succinctly with dignity and with his
fine sense of humour recommending that all come back for another really

terrific luncheon in ten years.

During all these proceedings from the time that the Guest of Honour and Alf

Casson were met at the door after arriving in a limousine chartered by
Harry Ebbs, cameras clicked as Chuck was on the other side of many lenses

aimed by expert photographers of the Club.

A spirit of goodwill and happy fellowship prevailed at this superb Luncheon

and everybody present was delighted and honoured to be present on this

historic occasion. Special gratitude is due to Harry Ebbs, who was

responsible for the arrangements, and to Hunter Bishop who gave strong

support by contacting Life Members and by arranging the archival presenta-

tion.

A Birthday Scroll beautifully designed by Maurice Snelgrove was signed by

everybody present at this inspiring luncheon.

MEMBERS' DINNERS

"The State of Music in Canada" is in fine shape judging by the performanceg
of the panelists at the dinner on March 28th. If the team of Arbuckle, W
Collier & Houston can put on a humorous and informative evening, the team
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of Fusco, Godden, Haehnel & Kushner can be just as erudite while rolling
them in the aisles!

Introduced by Club Secretary, Bill Osler, who stated that Caruso through
his artistry transformed the gramophone from a toy to an instrument, the
panel got off to a fine start with Bill Haehnel, as Moderator, recalling
the paucity of lectures offered in the Mus. Bac. courses of yesteryear.
He abandoned the muse as a business partner after service in World War II
when he discovered the joys of eating three meals a day, but he has always
retained a melodiously attuned ear for her siren songs.

Frank Fusco, picking up this cue of an informal, friendly discussion,
recalled the days strait-laced not only in ideas but in money. He hailed
the CBC as a giant step forward culturally and reported that there are now
sixty orchestras across Canada with twenty-seven in Ontario alone. He
recalled the days when a promendade concert would gross 25* for each
player, and how a famous Canadian musician "sold out" Varsity arena with
$1.25 net for himself. He recalled his experiences as a performer in
Canada and said that music is definitely on the upgrade0  He made an
impassioned plea for financial security for musicians who should be able
to concentrate on developing their talents without money worries.

Reginald Godden assured his listeners that Canada is rich in talented as
well as national resources. He said that he had known some of the most
astounding artists in the field of music and named some members of the
Club and other great ones. He added that in Canada in recent years,

*distinguished talent has evolved miraculously from undistinguished back-
grounds0  Reg was concerned about the close geographical proximity of some
large orchestras in Canada, with their communities struggling to keep them
financially alive. He read some recruiting advertisements in the press
seeking to lure musicians to orchestras. Even in the States, 80-piece
orchestras could be found in cities only one hundred miles apart.

Gordon Kushner made a powerful case for a sincere approach to musical
education for children. He said so many young talents are wasted because
they have never had the opportunity to learn to read music and later on
they are terribly frustrated and dismayed no matter how well they may be
doing financially. He recommended that from the very beginning an attempt
should be made to encourage the child to sing. Gordon then read some
excerpts from letters written by adults pleading for help when it was really
too late to make the progress in the art that they wished. He felt that
people could realize at least some of their musical aspirations if music
really became one of the "three R's" in schools.

A sparkling question and answer session followed, punctuated with many
happy moments to complement the serious discussions. An aside read by Reg
Godden dealt with the amounts paid for subsidized applause in one part of
the Continent, listing rates for various degrees of artificial enthusiasm.

Altogether a happy and intellectually profitable evening rewarded with
applause and congratulatory appreciation by John North.

* ------------------------------
John North, professional interior designer and Vice-Chairman of Activities,
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set the stage for a distinguished panel to review the "State of Interior
Design in Canada today", at the dinner meeting on February 29th.

Moderator Eleanor Brown, I.D.O., I.D.C., started a series of discussions
by asking questions of the panelists. A design co-ordinator and an
authority on the psychology of colour, she interjected comments of her own
while keeping the conversation lively with queries.

Budd Sugarman, a specialist in very fine antiques stated that prices were
going out of sight. He discussed the challenges of trying to relate
precious antiques to contemporary architectural interiors. He cited some
examples of the frustrations of acquisition trips to Europe during current
inflationary times and remarked on the passing of true elegance in many of
our surroundings today.

Murray Oliver, a consultant on restorations such as Dundurn Castle and on
hotel interior design, dealt with a number of very interesting aspects of
his disciplines. He described the excitement of recreating the past while
adhering to the practical aspects of keeping within the budgets, and
relating antiques correctly to their eras. The more contemporary approach
to hotel planning was another facet of the same approach to design
principles.

Robert Meiklejohn, specialist in commercial properties, offices and
restaurants, gave some examples of the power of interior design to help
sell properties or to enhance the attractiveness of quality restaurants and
places of business. Fine design can mean the difference between success
or mediocrity. It creates an ambience conducive to quiet enjoyment. ,

Jack Bell, I.D.O., I.D.C., described his specialty in space planning. He
touched on some of the preparatory work: the gathering of statistics on
use, number of employees, corporate objectives, planning and future needs.
From this and other data, he claimed, efficient and inspiring environments
for business and industry can, in some cases, be visualized and planned
before an architect becomes involved.

The comments of the panelists aroused a great deal of questions from the
floor with arguments pro and con. There were many learned discourses on
various aspects of design and on the advantages and disadvantages of
Edwardian elegance and contemporary simplicity.

Most of the members there said it was one of the best evenings ever held at
the Club with an electric exchange of ideas. Bill Howard, a respected
professional in his own right, thanked the panelists for their contribution.

LADIES' NIGHTS

The serious side of Bill Shelden's acting talents was revealed to many
members of the Club for the first time when they, their ladies, and members
of the Heliconian Club witnessed The Prisoner starring Bill and Jonathan
Welsh.

The famed play, in three acts, was condensed for the evening into a moving^
drama of a dialogue between a cardinal who had risen from obscurity and hisW

interrogator who had been a member of an affluent family before becoming an
inquisitor for a totalitarian government.
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The nuances of character and the gradual changes in attitude of the two
characters were subtly portrayed. Wednesday, June 28 was truly a
memorable Ladies' Night that was enhanced by the professional talents of
two dedicated and spirited Club members

A unique exhibition of his industrial design was officially opened by Sid
Bersudsky, R.C.A., on the evening of March 12, with his views on "Concepts
and products geared to people-needs: Industrial Design". His very
interested audience included members of the Club, their ladies and members
of The Heliconian Club. Their President, Gladys Aykroyd and immediate
Past-President, Joy Clarry were guests of honour. Joanne Bersudsky is a
former President of their Club and it was especially pleasant to have so
many of her Club friends there.

The artist described how he first experimented with watercolours as a young
boy in Istanbul, en route with his family to Canada. He developed his
talents at schools in New Brunswick and acquired some Maritime companies as
clients before working with Albert Cloutier on posters and other forms of
art for the Wartime Information Board in Ottawa.

While industrial designing is really one of the oldest forms of art in the
world, it was not really recognized as a profession in Canada over thirty
years ago. Sid Bersudsky embarked on actual work in industrial plants to
acquire the strong technical background to supplement his art training and

*experience. He soon began to acquire very fine and famous clients and he
gave them full value for their trust by winning many awards for his work.
He emphasized that Canadians have the knowledge and the facilities to be
competitive in the world market but because of the handicap of a branch-
plant mentality, we have become a nation of importers of products rather
than creators.

Some of his award-winning designs were on the walls of the Great Hall: the
actual objects with preliminary designs beside them. In the Lounge, the
exhibition was supplemented with a display arranged with the Archivist
giving some of the highlights of the artist's career as recorded in the news
media.

After a short and richly informative talk, Sid answered questions from the
audience that further enlightened his listeners about this essential art
that is so much a part of our environment. He received their thanks

conveyed through its applause and by the words of Franklin Arbuckle.

If any trio can make the official opening of an art exhibition a joyous
evening of entertainment it's the team of Arbuckle, Collier 6 Houston!

They evoked gales of laughter from their audience of Club members, their
ladies and guests, on the evening of February 13. Following a witty, warm-

*up introduction by Alan Collier, Franklin "Archie" Arbuckle moved into an
hilarious description of his career in art from the early days to the
present. Using enlargements of early photographs, he showed his audience
how he had developed from a tot painting in a high chair to a tall youth
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gradually maturing into a distinguished artist. Facetiously entitled "Who m

would want to be a bust in the hall of fame", his informal, spontaneous

address covered his days at the Ontario College of Art, the inspiration

that he received from his teachers, from his father-in-law Franz Johnston,

from J. W. Beatty and other famed artists. He recounted how he moved into

illustration and described some of his early colleagues including Richard

"New Yorker" Taylor.

This aspect of Archie's career was well-documented in an archival display

arranged with Hunter Bishop, showing Maclean's magazine covers and other

illustrations by the artist. This was a valuable supplement to the superb

exhibition of paintings on the walls of the Great Hall and in the Lounge:

a strong, vigorous testimony to the versatility of the artist and his

painterly approach to all his works.

Elected the youngest member of The Royal Canadian Academy of the Arts and

The Ontario Society of Artists, he went on to become a President of the

Academy and to hold senior responsibilities at his Alma Mater. He has

painted murals and designed tapestries for governments and corporations.

Some of his easel paintings from many private individual, corporate and

public collections were included in this exhibition at the Club as well as

many new works. D. Mackay (Mac) Houston appropriately thanked the speaker

on behalf of an enchanted audience.

MINDS ON THE MOVE

A dramatic and aesthetically delighted audio-visual presentation held the

attention of all those present at the Minds on the Move luncheon on

Wednesday, June 4.

Hugh Walker also supplemented his taped commentary with a personal narration

interjected from time to time to augment certain aspects of particular

interest to Club members.

Formerly General Manager of The O'Keefe Centre, he is dedicated to the

vision of Spencer Clark, connoisseur, patron and member of the Club.

Spencer Clark gave tangible and creative aid to artists during the

devastating Thirties at his famed Guild of All Arts. His initiative saved

many talents from being snuffed out by financial adversity and critical

indifference.

His altruistic spirit has in more recent years been moved to action by the

destruction of many historic buildings in Toronto. At his own expense he

has saved many meaningful architectural fragments from the wrecker.

These in the form of columns, keystones, sculpture, bas-reliefs and coats-

of-arms, to name but a few, have been rescued, salvaged, tenderly and

professionally restored and made available for all to enjoy in the

beautiful grounds of The Guild Inn.

President Norman McMurrich introduced the speaker after calling upon many

distinguished guests to be introduced by their hosts. Wentworth Walker W

thanked Hugh Walker for his superb presentation and slides and Spencer

Clark for making all this possible through his generosity and public-
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# pirited foresight.

"Who's afraid of Opera?" was the light-hearted and provocative title of the
Minds on the Move topic on May 13, when Lotfi Mansouri, one of the world's
great opera stage directors addressed an enthusiastic audience of Club
members and their guests.

With this totally enchanting presence and his most expressive, outgoing
delivery, he drew contrasts between the financial support of opera in
Europe and in Canada. Distinguished cities, smaller in population than
Toronto, provide far better funding for their talented people than do we in
Canada. At the same time the populace cheerfully pays far more at the box
office for the privileges of attending performances.

Following World War II, opera houses were among the first buildings to be
restored from the rubble in Europe. (Editorial note: With the sock-it-to-
'em approach of so many of our citizens, would we, under similar
circumstances, have rushed to restore our temples dedicated to professional
imported athletes who entertain the pop-drinking audiences and the beer-
drinking television viewers?)

Lest you think that the speaker was hectoring Club members with a financial
diatribe; he was not. He presented a charming and light-hearted review of
how he deduced that he was making progress with the selection committee
eviewing his credentials for his current appointment, (the hotels and theiraccommodation were progressively better, for one thing). The luncheon hour

swept by only too rapidly wafted along in such a happy fashion.

The April 17th luncheon went full steam ahead as Dr. Albert Tucker of York
University and former Principal of Glendon College cleared away the smoke
to give us some insight into the creative research for his best-selling
book "Steam into Wilderness".

His talk entitled "Herodotus and Sherlock Holmes: How Public Enterprise in
the Canadian North Made an Historian into a Detective" revealed how he
developed the story of the Ontario Northland Railway, 1902-1962.

For the first time many of us realized just what this railway meant to
Toronto. The good burghers of this City, envious of Montreal, set out to
build a railway to the north with the intention of opening an arctic port
to compete with the St. Lawrence ports. While the port was not practicable,
the railway opened up the north and Toronto and Central Ontario blossomed
industrially because everything for the railway was manufactured here, The
emerging suburb of Forest Hill Village was nourished by revenues resulting
from silver, copper, gold and timber.

Albert Tucker mentioned some of the happy accidents of research: the casual
Somment that some old books, (annual reports) were on a dusty shelf in aault in an office in North Bay; an informal chat with the eighty-eight
year old first General Manager of the railway; the discovery that this was
always a publicly owned railway (the first in the world) and that neither
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Liberals nor Conservatives sought to.change it to private ownership,

although they were by no means Fabian socialists.

Introduced by Dr. Kenneth McNaught, the historian Member of the Club who

at an earlier luncheon brought us the Chanson triste de Rene Levesque, and

aesthetically commended by Dr. Paul Fleck, our Speaker deserved the

enthusiastic applause that he received.

Harry J. Boyle brought tears of laughter to the eyes of his audience at

the luncheon on March 18. They also cried with grief when they heard some

quotations by certain types of bureaucrats who over-govern this fair land.

"Let us Deprivatize Canadian Humor and Put It in Synch" was Harry J. Boyle

at his wittiest and best. Based on his wealth of experience in many

disciplines, the former Chairman of the Canadian Radio Television

Corporation emphasized that we must bring people together by communicating

clearly. He read excerpts of turgid prose extracted from the richly gooey

tar sands of academe, bureaucracy and business.

How we wander in circles, choking in the clouds of obfuscatory prose;

seeking some clear simple way aheadl Perhaps the specialists in sloppy

syntax really don't know what they are trying to say; and if they stated

their thoughts clearly the content might be too banal.

Your amanuensis wishes that he could recall in exact detail the many

marvellous examples quoted such as "pupil stations", "early learning

centres", "watersheds with no light at the end of them".

Many of those who profess to be our leaders guiding us to the Promised Land

are a dull lot who have shrivelled to fit the television screens of the

masses who lose interest if someone discusses anything but sports for more

than sixty seconds. John Crosbie deserves a medal for attempting humour.

Would Lincoln and Sir John A. have suffered the same fate of rejection

today?

This happy interlude in a world of inflationary gloom was introduced by Bob

Christie of sparkling memories and closed by Budd Knapp, another Club

veteran of the wars of understanding.

David P. Silcox, Director of Cultural Affairs for Metropolitan Toronto,

presented a moving and amusing insight into the life and career of David

Milne.

He emphasized that the artist was a member of "the Group of One", an

individualist who worked alone and evolved an original style from his

earliest days as a painter. A post-impressionist painter of great originality,

David Milne lived for some time in a small cabin near Boston Corners in New

York State. He later painted at Dart's Lake nearby and struggled to make a

living at Lake Placid.
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David Milne was represented in the pivotal Armoury Show in New York City

iin 1913. Four years later he went into the Canadian Army, seeing active

service and creating 112 paintings for the Canadian War Records. Later he

exhibited in the Hart House Gallery and in Montreal with one hundred

paintings in the shows. Those paintings would bring several million

collector dollars today0

After moving to Toronto, "an Old Testament City" he went to Palgrave and

then Six Mile Lake in 1934. He offered to sell all of the paintings for

$500. in order to buy a year of painting time and supplies. At this stage

he had one shirt and one pair of trousers. A distinguished member of the

A § L bought a couple of hundred of his paintings and exhibited them at a

fine gallery. However, this gallery association was terminated and David

Milne was represented by Douglas Duncan for the rest of his life.

The artist, said David Silcox, read widely and acquired knowledge on his

own. He had the capacity to grasp concepts readily, growing intellectually

with a fresh innovative approach to life into his mid-sixties with strong

emphasis on aesthetics. He blossomed into a painter of fantasies and

religious visions, Through the words of our speaker at this luncheon

address on February 21 and during the questions and answer session that

followed, we learned of the dedicated research of David Silcox into "The

Secret Life of David Milne". Elmer Phillips introduced David Silcox and

Paul Fleck eloquently thanked him on behalf of the large audience,

PERFORMING ARTISTS AT LUNCHEON

On April 15, the Club was host to two charming young performers and members

of their families.

Karen-Michele Kimmitt, violin, and Clayton Scott, piano, played a short but

most enjoyable program of works either written for, or arranged for that

combination. An innovation for these concerts was a printed program,

provided by the young ladies, which not only listed the works to be played

but gave very informative program notes.

The originally planned program contained the following five works:

Prelude - Franck
Sonata in D minor - Corelli

Romance in F - Beethoven

Pieces Romantiques - Dvorak

Roumanian Folk Dances - Bartok

Deciding that this might be too long, they deleted Corelli but, in the

absence of a P.A. system, Miss Kimmitt's announcement of this was lost to

many including myself. As a result I suddenly found great difficulty in

reconciling what I was hearing with what I thought I should be hearing until

the program notes rescued me with their mention of the unmistakable rhythm

of the accompaniment of the first Dvorak work.

- Bill Haehnel
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THE ARCHIVES

The mounting of the design exhibition in the two display cases was quite

the most pleasant and effortless that the archivist can remember. Sid and

Joanne Bersudsky not only brought in material to augment the showing of

Sid's industrial design work, but put it on display. They work so well as

a team that perhaps consideration should be given to putting them under

contract for the dressing of future exhibitions in the display cabinets.

Thanks are due to all those who have provided items for our archives

collectiono Ron Vickers contributed a substantial number of prints of

photographs taken during the Christmas Dinner; several are good shots of

Chuck Matthews attending the event for the 60th time. Bill Haehnel passed

along a copy of a short musical composition and covering letter by Healey

Willan; it is dated 1956 and the amusing lyrics relate to the Ruggers Club

(whatever that is). Harry Ebbs sent in a newspaper article devoted to

H. S. Palmer. A mint copy of "The Barber of Streetsville" was given by

Jim Parr; the producer's annotated copy was given by Bob Christie. Two

photographs taken by Dick Mastin during the lunch-time talk by Claude

Bissell, and two taken during the dinner-time talk by Franklin Arbuckle,

have been contributed for the archives book. Wentworth Walker undertook to

obtain copies of the three tributes which were spoken during the memorial

service for Donald Creighton. On request, Peter Toles brought in an

additional photograph of his late father; one photograph of Page is in the

archives book, the other has been filed.

- Hunter Bishop

THE LIBRARY

Toronto, that no mean city, continues to inspire a seemingly endless array

of historical books. Among the latest is Lost Toronto, an architectural

history, by William Dendy. The stories of nearly one hundred demolished or

defaced buildings and ruined streetscapes read like obituaries of municipal

monuments bulldozed into oblivion. With this knowledge, however, the

author seeks to instill in us a greater awareness of the need for

preservation.

Former Club member and wood engraver, Walter J. Phillips (1884-1963) is the

subject and title of two books donated to the library by Bill Howard. The

first, by Duncan Campbell Scott, lists two hundred of the artists wood

engravings and colored woodcuts. The second book is a 1978 work by M. J.

Gribbon and published by the National Gallery of Canada, Bill Sheldon's

contribution this month is a report of The Kandalore International Museum

of Canoes and Kayaks. This west coast organization, as the name implies,

seeks to gather and preserve materials, photographs and other artifacts

relevant to the history of canoes and kayaks,

From John Morrow, the library has received a copy of a handsome book titled

Since 1847. Printed by Rous and Mann, this award-winning publication was

designed by Les Trevor with an embossed cover from a medallion by Scott

Carter and illustrated with many drawings by Tom McLean. Visually

representing these members of the Club, the book was edited by John during

Canada's Centennial Year and is a history of Canada Life. The Canada
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(ouncil has forwarded the latest copy of Aid to Artists. It contains
information on types of grants available, eligibility requirements and
application deadline dates.

Arthur S. Goss, City Photographer, a catalogue of the exhibition at the City
of Toronto Market Gallery, held much interest for us. Goss, (1881-1940)
was the city's official photographer from 1911 until his death. He joined
the Club in 1920. Goss took that famous photograph of the Group of Seven
dining at the Club. The forward of the catalogue was written by A. Jo
Casson and the preface by City Archivist Scott James who donated this copy
to our library. The exhibition continued until May 11.

- Raymond Peringer

ARTISTS AT WORK

Unfortunately the information given here regarding shows is too late due to
the publication date of this newsletter, We hope that you took in some of
these shows and that you will continue to attend and enjoy exhibitions of
Club members in the future.

Joachim Gauthier -

Paul Gauthier -

Ray Cattell -

Lewis Parker -

Reginald E. Haist -

A. J. Casson -

Al Collier -

Sid Bersudsky -

Arthur Goss
City Photographer -

at Libby's of Toronto
463 King Street East
March 27, 1980 for 3 weeks

at Gallery Moos
136 Yorkville Avenue
February 23 to March 13, 1980

at The Studio Gallery
153-155 Simcoe Street South
Oshawa, February 22 to March 8, 1980

The Civic Garden Centre
Edwards Gardens
777 Lawrence Avenue East
March 5 to April 1, 1980

at Roberts Gallery
641 Yonge Street
April 9 to April 19, 1980

at The Kensington Fine Art Gallery,
Calgary,
March 30 to April 12, 1980

at The Arts & Letters Club
14 Elm Street
March 10 to April 7, 1980

A major exhibition of photographs by
Toronto's Official Photographer 1911-1940
at the Market Gallery, March 8 to May 11, 1980

- John Snell
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COMMENTS BY CURATOR OF CLUB COLLECTIONS

For the first time since this "column" was started there are no gifts to
acknowledge. However, there are some items "under discussion" which we
hope to be able to report on in the near future.

Recent work by artist members has helped the picture purchase fund
considerably. Some commissions were received from the Arbuckle Show as
well as the drawing show and the Christmas panels contributed a large sum.
The donation of so much time and effort by our artist members is much
appreciated and combined with the assistance and gifts from other Club
members is helping our collection to become one of which we can all be
proud.

- John Snell

A TRIBUTE TO RICHARD C. S. (DICK) BLUE

He was at his beloved Club every day that he could possibly come. Seated
at the round table, enjoying the conversation, engaging in the witty
repartee,his eyes twinkling with mischievous merriment as he savoured the
bon mot of a member or prepared to launch one of his own.

He had moved into town for the weekdays so that he could come to the Club,
because after he could not drive from Aurora, he had tried taxis but they
were unreliable and erratic; a long way to come on a daily basis.

He loved fine cars; he had a Jaguar and later a BMW. He loved music more. ·

Members of his Club remember how he would enchant them with his playing and
delight them with his versions of Noel Coward and other modern masters,
singing as he was at the piano, with skill with virtuosity and with elan.

Younger members of the Club enjoyed their conversations with him too. They
learned so much from this gentleman, this dedicated member of the Club who
had served with distinction on Committees, helping to introduce the Club
tie among other contributions.

He had so much to offer, so many interesting aspects of his background:
Years in Africa, experiences in World War II; Command performances as a
musician giving musical pleasure to leaders in times of stress.

Dedicated to music, remembering his teacher's inspiration in the past, he
selflessly established a scholarship for young musicians, in the name of
the Club, at The Royal Conservatory of Music. Truly a dedicated man who
inspired the Club to seek government approval of tax relief for such worthy
causes now and in the future.

He was a devoted husband and father. Members of the Club and their ladies
recall the many happy times that he brought his wife, Frances, to the Club
and his son Anthony Charles and daughter Susan Frances.

A brave spirit, he never complained and fought affliction with courage and
stoic fortitude. Even when illness impaired his ability to play the pianoW
he continued to enjoy music and arranged for concerts by talented young
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*people at the club.

Richard "Dick" Blue touched the lives of most of us at the Club. He was
brave right up to the very close of a splendid life on January 15. We

remember him whenever we see the round table in the lounge at the Club.
We are grateful to him for what he has done for the Club and for young
talent in the world of music.

A TRIBUTE TO HILTON MACDONALD HASSELL

Friends and the art community in general, lost a great talent and a true

gentleman with the sudden death of Hilton Hassell, R.C.A., OoSAo, on May
2nd.

Hilton, or 'Mac' to many of his friends, was born in Lachine, Quebec. His

parents moved to Port Credit, Ontario when Hilton was very young and it was
here he was educated, Later, he attended the Ontario College of Art in
Toronto and art school in London, England,

On his return to Toronto, he worked in Graphic Arts, where his superb

craftsmanship and strong design sense were recognized by his appointment as
Art Director of Maclean's Magazine and Brigdens Limited. Hilton's first

love, however, had been painting and in 1955 he made the decision to devote
his full time to it,

^ He found a great joy in nature and his painting has reflected this fascination
ith the order and preciseness of living things. He once wrote that "I

find an exhilaration in being surrounded by a subject from which I select
and abstract, often spontaneously, an intuitive image-design"o

Hilton's general interest in the world led him on painting trips to France,

Spain, Greece, England, Mexico, Ireland, The Channel Islands and across

Canada, It was back in Canada's Eastern Arctic, however, that he was

completely enthralled by a subject. At the invitation of TransCanada Pipe-
Lines and later of Federal Commerce and Navigation Limited, Hilton made

four trips to the Arctic, in 1973, 1974 and 1978. The results are some of

the finest work ever produced of the Arctic. They show his superb sense of

design and colour, combined with his total response to this vast, clean

space.

The work was so brilliantly successful, the entire collection was immediately

purchased by the two corporations. Federal Commerce and Navigation showed

sixty paintings in an exhibition in Montreal and later added other Hassell

work, This permanent collection is in Ottawa, Many other prominent

Canadian corporations have similar collections,

Hilton has had many one-man shows across Canada and it is hoped that a

retrospective exhibition at The Arts and Letters Club will enable us all to

more fully appreciate the work of this important Canadian artist,

Hilton Hassell was impressive as a fine painter, but also as a tolerant,

*gentle man with fastidious ethics. He was an inspiration to us all.
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We send our sincere sympathy to his wife, Valerie, his son, Christopher,
daughter, Laurel, and his grandchildren. ·

- Arthur Steven

A TRIBUTE TO CHARLES C. HUSTON

The Arts and Letters Club lost a very valuable member on January 22nd at
the Toronto Western Hospital with the passing of Charles C, Huston, BSc.
of M.E,, Hono D. of E.

Charles life's work was mining and he was literally brought up in the
industry. His father was one of the great mining men of the United States
and Canada and was President of the Tonapah Mining Co. Mining took our
fellow member around the world and for several years few men in his industry
achieved his air-mile travel record. Early in his career he worked in Chile;
then to gold dredgery in Alaska; to Ontario where he was associated with the
Connells, Robert Bryce and then into war work with the Scarborough Munition
Plant and as a Director of the War Metals Advisory Committee.

In 1945 he formed C. C. Huston G Associates and then his travels really came
into fucus with many mining assignments in South America; trips to Africa,
Europe and many trips to the Middle East. His intense interest in reading
brought about a most important base metal discovery in Oman through following
clues in a story by Danish Archaelogists. This property will likely be in
production early in 1981.

Charles Huston was a man who had a wide sphere of knowledge and was a stude*
of the arts, His membership in the Club was not of long duration but he
enjoyed its fellowship and its activities. He only had one regret about the
Arts and Letters Club and that was that he had not become a member many years
ago.

- Sam Sharpe

TWO DISTINGUISHED LIFE MEMBERS ELECTED

The designation "Life Member" was conferred upon two Professional Members of
the Club and they were so recognized at the birthday luncheon attended by so
many other Life Members in honour of Chuck Matthews:

James E, Dean has enhanced the intellectual life of the Club by bringing to
it his knowledge of drama and the world of the theatre. He wrote and
presented hilarious satires and contributed strongly to the development of
professionalism in the theatre in Canada through his teaching of drama and
his active participation in the arts. He has made many friends in the Club
and they all welcomed Jimmy's attainment of the status of "Life Member",

Herman Voaden has given unstintingly of his talents to the Club and to the
development of the arts in Canada. He has stated that he cannot imagine
his life without the Club. Even before he joined the Club he was helped
and encouraged by Professional Members including Fred Housser, Bertram
Brooker, J. E. H. MacDonald, Lawren Harris, John Robbins and Merrill
Dennison. They inspired him with the one-act playwriting competition for
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plays with exterior settings and then with the publication in 1930 of Six
WCanadian Plays, the best of the competition. In 1943 he presented one of

these plays at the Club with Kit Carson in the lead role,

Through the Thirties, his play workshop activities were related to the
Club and its Professional Members. Bertram Brooker wrote two plays for
him; Herman presented a work by Ned Pratt. For Napier Moore's 1936
Spring Revue Herman produced one of his "theatrical poems". He also
produced plays with Bob Christie and Murray Bonnycastle in the cast, first
produced by him at Queen's University in 1934.

His greatest Club effort was the production of "A Cosmopolitan Christmas"
arranged by Bertram Brooker for the 1938 Christmas Program. The program
consisted of four variations on carol themes by Percy Faith, Ettore
Mazzoleni, Sir Ernest Mac MacMillan and Vigo Kihl. Boris Volkoff helped
him work out the story in dance terms. In 1952, the Club was host to a
lectern concert performance of The Prodigal Son, the opera for which
Herman had written the libretto,

The Group of Seven had a tremendous influence on Herman's work and in the
years 1942-45 his main thrust turned from creating to crusading for the
arts leading to his report for the Canadian Conference of the Arts in 1975.

HONOURED

Lhe Honourable Pauline McGibbon, Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, has often
raced the Club with her presence,

Her partner in life, Donald McGibbon, was honoured by the Board of Directors
and Members of the Pauline McGibbon Cultural Centre at a dinner held at the
Four Season's Hotel on February 27. Many of his fellow Arts and Letters
Club members were present including Honorary Member, Master of Massey
College, Robertson Davies who paid an eloquent and highly amusing tribute to
the Guest of Honour. Some outstanding talents in the entertainment,
theatrical and political world also contributed to the success of the
evening that was concluded with a delightful response by Donald McGibbon,

Malcolm G. Taylor was awarded the Jason A. Hannah Medal and $1,000 on June
3 at the Annual Meeting of The Royal Society of Canada. The presentation
was in recognition of the notable contribution his book Health Insurance
and Canadian Public Policy had made to the analysis of health care policy
in Canada,

Dr. Taylor, a Professional Member of the Club, is Professor of Public Policy
in the Faculty of Administrative Studies at York University. From 1961 to
1964 Malcolm Taylor worked on the Royal Commission on Health Services. In
the last six months he has been a Consultant to the Federal Health Services
Review that is now evaluating how the Established Program Financing Act of
1977 has affected Canada's health systems. With the Award Malcolm has been
amed the Hannah Lecturer for 1980-81, He will be giving lectures on the

topic of his book at five distinguished Canadian universities. The Award
was established to recognize Canadian research in the history of medicine.



STORM STRINGS

There's a rustle in the rigging!
An eerie gleaming compasses the sky,

And tones of darkness prematurely fall

Around the sun, whose sluggish path on high

Plunges short-lived beneath the rim of all.

There's a whining in the rigging!

With scarce a ripple spread across the sea

Its viscous blackness heaves deep fathoms down.

The ship in answer dips and lifts to lee

Responsive always. Even the birds have flown.

There's a whistle in the rigging!
Gust follows gust, presaging the full blast

Which stirs the deep to hills of liquid might;

On-rushing, rising, falling, racing past

The tossing ship. Peace goes! Day yields to night.

There's a screaming in the rigging!

Wind fills the voiding blackness of the world

And beats upon the brain with shattering force.

Sleet follows rain, gives place to hail, all whirled

With spume and spray. The storm now runs its course.

There's a screeching in the rigging!

White crested waves rear madly overhead,

Their tumult crashing round us, torn away

By searing, soundless shafts of power that lead

Demoniac to their end nor note their stay.

There's a singing in the rigging!
With spindthrift streaked, the welter of the seas,

In mad indiscipline, now breaks across

Its ranks, pursued by Boreas' vain breeze

Whose faltering gusts reveal his jealous loss.

There's a whisper in the rigging!
Wave breaks on wave, nor leave unstirred the tide

But, slowly heaving, spent in time, endure.

Serene beneath the rising moon we ride,

Unconquered yet, for home again, Secure.

- A. M. Kirkpatrick

These lines were written in the Asdic hut on the bridge

of a corvette in the North Atlantic during 1943 and

were published in the now defunct Canadian Poetry Magazine

of September 1945. They are republished now in recognition

of the Battle of the Atlantic Month that was commemorated

this Spring.



14 ELM ST.,TORONTO NEWS AND VIEWS OF CLUB PROGRAMMES AND ACTIVITIES

August, 1980

A WORD FROM Dear Fellow Members: As we go to press on the first of a new
THE PRESIDENT series of club newsletters, it is a pleasure to respond to the

editor's request for a few words from "the man at the helm at
14 Elm".

In the two months since the new Executive Committee was elected to
office, the following assortment of unrelated things has come to
pass:

- Three meetings of your Executive to plan and administer what is
shaping up to be a busy fall programme.

O - Four committees have been particularly active: Membership under
the very able chairmanship of Wentworth Walker ... Activities
co-ordinated by David McCordic ... the Newsletter department of
our Communications Committee, editor: Howard Gerring ... and
Douglas Oman's House Committee. It has arranged with Gunther
for some annual maintenance items to be completed during the
staff holiday period. Much-needed redecoration of the lounge
and bar rooms has been delayed in the hope that certain plan
changes might be effected with our landlord's agreement prior
to redecoration.

- Along with the St. George's Society, we have joined our neighbours
l on Elm Street in what has been named the Elm Street Village

l -- Association. Its main reason for existence is to create a more
Ieffective communications link with various City departments. On

July 5th, a street party was held to celebrate Elm Street's 'face-
lifting' and the formation of the Association.

- Plans are underway, with Ted Brock as the Club's representative,
for a joint dinner with the St. George's Society to celebrate the

M K \ 60th anniversary of our tenancy. The date has been set for
October 24th.

' - The Arts & Letters Club arranged for a luncheon in the Lamps
Room inviting the President and Secretary of the St. George's
Society to meet Miss Brydson and Miss Elson, the owners of the

i building to the west of us. Paul Fleck and Norman McMurrich
Srepresented the Club. The next door project, having climbed

Sthe building permit hurdle, is now proceeding. In addition to
Club facilities for women, plans include some shops at ground
floor level and a restaurant featuring Thai food.
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FIRST 1980-81

ART EXHIBITION

SHOW OF MEMBERS'

SMALL PAINTINGS

OUTDOOR

SKETCHING

GROUP

The 1980-81 season of Art Committee exhibitions at the Club will

open with representative works of Club member Ray Cattell, R.C.A.,

O.S.A. It will be formally opened, as will the social season at

the Club, by a Ladies' Night on Wednesday September 17, with Ray

as the guest speaker.

Ray is president of his own design company and advertising agency,

and a significant figure in Canadian contemporary painting. Since

he first exhibited in 1962, he has had more than 27 solo exhibi-

tions in Canada, the U.S.A. and Britain. He has won numerous

painting prizes, and his work is included in major public and

private collections.

The annual Members' Open Exhibition will be held late in October.

Any Club member may submit two small paintings which must be

framed and wired for hanging, and delivered to the Club the week

of October 20-24. The Steward has entry forms which must be com-

pleted.

The show will be juried on Saturday October 25 by professional

standards by Franklin Arbuckle, Ray Cattell and Cleeve Home.

They are members of the Club and also members of the Royal Canadian

Academy of Arts, and of the Ontario Society of Artists.

The annual exhibition of members' drawings will be held in January,

1981, and entries will be accepted during the week of January 5-9.

Submissions are limited to two drawings per member.

The fall 1980 outdoor sketching and photography programme will get

underway again in September and will be as follows:

Date

Sept.13

Sept.20

Oct. 4

Oct. 11

Nov. 1

Locale

Lake Scugog

Terra Cotta

Bond Head

Mono Centre

Palgrave

Host

Ted Brock

Reg Haist

John Scott

Jack Easthaugh

Gord Peters

I
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- An invitation has been received from the City of Toronto for our

Club to be represented on the Visual and Performing Arts sub-

committees of the Sesqui-Centennial Committee and will be dealt

with by our Executive on August 22nd.

It is to be hoped that when you read this, you will have had, or

be having, an enjoyable summer holiday. See you all in September'

Norman H. McMurrich, President

)
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Les Tibbles (444-5891) has prepared maps showing the location of
each locale and copies are available from him and our Steward.

SKETCHING

WEEKEND
Murray Stewart and the Art Committee have arranged for a weekend
sketching exhibition in Haliburton October 17, 18 and 19. Those
members interested in going should make their own reservations--
well in advance--for Friday and Saturday nights at Lakeview Motel,
Haliburton, Ontario KOM 1SO, or telephone 705-457-1027. Meals are
available.

Last spring, on a similar outing, everyone had an enjoyable time.
Franklin Arbuckle projected slides from his sojourn in Italy, and
members of the group showed the work they had produced during the
day.

LIFE CLASSES The Tuesday evening life class begins its ninth year on Tuesday
October 7 at 7:30 p.m. and artist members are invited. A charge
of $3.00 per person.

Eight years ago Robin Cumine began a series of Tuesday evening
life classes at the Club, and they have been a popular activity
ever since. This fall the classes will again be held weekly,
beginning on Tuesday October 7 at 7:30 p.m. Club artists are
invited; in the past, attendance has usually numbered about 18.
Cost is $3.00 a night, and while model and chairs are provided,
you are advised to bring your own supplies.

RECENTLY COMPLETED

EXECUTIVE LISTS

Members who were in attendance at the annual meeting were able to
see some recently completed Executive lists. The collection is
still not entirely up-to-date, but it is hoped that it soon will
be. The following lists have been completed within the last year:

- 1936-37 - Maurice Snelgrove's excellent work, which is in

keeping with the style of the period, has filled in this old
gap.

- 1968-69 - Yvon Doucet completed this list in a very professional
and well-designed manner.

- 1976-77 - Ron Vickers and John Morrow co-operated to produce
this interesting list based on the famous Group of Seven photo-
graph taken by Arthur S. Goss.

You are invited to bring your pencil, pen, paints or camera, and a
lunch and your lady. After a morning of sketching and/or
photography, we will meet at the host's place at noon for lunch and
an opportunity to discuss the morning's work.

I
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- 1977-78 - Jan Van Kampen executed some fine lettering on this
list.

- 1978-79 - Ray Cattell has contributed a brilliant and subtly-
amusing list--we are not sure whether it represents a sunrise
or sunset and whether this is symbolic.

- 1979-80 - Doug Panton, who is a professional artist and

illustrator and only recently joined the Club, completed this
year's list in record time. We are pleased to have this fine
design.

It is hoped that in the very near future we will have all Executive
lists completely up-to-date.

MUSIC COMMITTEE

INVENTORY

REGINALD GODDEN

HONOURED

The Music Committee, under the chairmanship of Jay Manning, is
updating the Club's inventory of musical talent. It would like to
hear from you if you can participate in Club music activities as a
vocalist, chorister, instrumentalist, or composer. The committee
is also interested in hearing of ideas to further the music
traditions of the Club, or new ideas for the future.

Life member Reginald Godden, the dean of Canadian pianists and for
50 years a distinguished member of the faculty of the Royal
Conservatory of Music, was honoured by the Canadian Music Council
in its 1980 Radio Awards for programmes aired in the last two years.

The citation for the Best Music Documentary (and the top award)
reads: "Signature - Reginald Godden and the 12 Debussy Etudes. A
most instructive CBC production combining interview (by Harry
Somers) lecture, demonstration and performance. Producer: Digby
Peers; Technician: David Burnham." Our congratulations to this
long-time Club member.

HEALEY WILLAN Though Healey Willan died in 1968, this popular Club member and
world-famous organist and composer continues to make news.

A new 17-cent commemorative stamp issued by the Post Office this
summer features a Huntley Brown painting of Healey at the console
of a church organ.

And at the Guelph, Ontario, Spring Festival, a new work by Harry
Somers entitled 'Limericks' was premiered. It was an unusual
tribute to Healey, revealing publicly what Club members knew as a
the other side of this serious churchman and musician: his gleefu•
hobby of collecting and creating limericks. Maclean's magazine, in
review of the festival, quoted one of them: "On the breasts of a

I
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barmaid from Crale/were tattooed the prices of ale/And on her
behind/For the sake of the blind/Was the same information in
braille."

THE ARTS & LETTERS

CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

THE ARCHIVES

'~

THE LIBRARY

The Arts & Letters Club Scholarship, established at the Royal Con-
servatory of Music by Club member Dick Blue who died recently, has
been won by Gordon Steinberg, age 20, a piano student of Boris
Berlin. According to Ezra Schabas, principal of the Conservatory,
Steinberg will be enrolled in the Special Course for gifted and
talented musicians.

More than one year ago a request for very early Canadian Art
periodicals was inserted in the Monthly Letter. Aware that 'The
Archives' is not a heading to attract attention, the entreaty was
printed under what was thought to be a catchy title. After a year
with no response, the plea was written off as a failure of communi-
cations. And then ... Philip Clark gave five bound volumes of
Toronto Saturday Night from the 1890s. Early issues were weekly,
and the size of a newspaper, so that these annual volumes are very
large, very heavy, as well as being musty and fragile. But what a
treasure of music, drama, art and social notes, together with a
number of articles and illustrations by founder members of the
Club'

Recent displays in the archives cases included one that saluted
Chuck Matthews' 90th birthday; a number of items related to his
work for the Club and his valuable contributions to our collection
of audio-visual material. Another display showed all 12 of the

1 rare annual calendars produced by the Toronto Art League between
1893 and 1904. The cases currently contain a belated display of
photographs, taken by Ron Vicker.s, of the last Christmas Dinner.
The next display will augment the first art exhibition of the
fall season--the work of Ray Cattell.

Thanks are due to several members who have donated archival items.
Among these: Herman Voaden for items relating to his stage workI at the Club; John Cozens for items suitable for our Music files;
Bill McCoy for newspaper clippings dealing with the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Healey Willan; and John Grier for aletter written by his father at the time he was serving as the
Club's second president.

Under This Roof takes a nostalgic look at 60 family homes of
Southern Ontario. Supplementing the informative text by Terry
Boyle are pen and ink sketches by many artists, three of whom
are Club members: Dick Brown, Walter Coucill and John Secord.
The Future of Architecture is a thought-provoking essay by
Anthony Jackson on possible directions for the future of Canadian
architecture.

..... 5
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- Geoffrey Armstrong. Architect, and artist who has had several
one-man exhibitions.

1

The story of the Dominion Drama Festival is told by Betty Lee in
Love and Whisky. The work includes the first comprehensive
history of the theatre in Canada, from the 1600's to our day.
The MacCallum Bequest is the catalogue produced for the 1969
exhibition of paintings donated to the National Gallery by Dr.
James MacCallum. The former Club president (1916-18) donated
134 works by Tom Thomson, the Group of Seven, and other Canadian
artists. The text also tells the story of those famous panels
painted in the MacCallum cottage at Go-Home Bay by Thomson,
MacDonald, Lismer and Jackson.

In My Day, the long awaited memoirs of Life member John Coulter,
has arrived. Candidly telling of a productive and sometimes
difficult life, the work takes the reader from Northern Ireland
to the writer's coteries of London in the 1920's and 30's, to
the Arts and Letters Club, and to dramatic success in the
author's chosen land. Unique in-many respects, the 378 pages,
36 photographs and index have been photocopied, coil bound,
signed, boxed and limited to 93 copies--one for each year of his
life so far. John has presented a copy to the Club library.

The fascinating story of the Ontario Northland Railway is the
subject of Steam Into Wilderness by member Albert Tucker, who
has donated a copy to the library. Members who attended the
April 17 luncheon heard the author tell of the detective work he
undertook to research properly this important aspect of our
history. From Charlie Carter we have received Hamilton Famous and
Fascinating. It is a pictorial review, with text co-authored by
Charlie, of two centuries in the life of that colourful city.

J.E.H. MacDonald Sketchbook, 1915-1922, a facsimile edition, is
yet another commendable publication of John Flood's Penumbra
Press. The sketches indicate the artist's wide range of visual
interests at about the mid-point of his career. Hunter Bishop,
who wrote the introduction, has presented the library with a copy
of the deluxe edition. The School Theatre by Roy Mitchell is
subtitled A Handbook of Theory and Practice. The Library
Committee has added this 1925 work to the library's expanding
theatre section.

NEW MEMBERS We welcome the following new members, elected before the end of
1979:

- Peter F. Adamson. Audio-visual producer. Interested in stage,
music and film. Playwright. Arthur Gelber Award winner.

m
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- Jacques Berger. Professor of Zoology. Interested in painting

and music.

- Harold Flammger. Retired businessman. Special interests music

and literature.

- Macklin Hancock. Town planner. Gave a memorable talk in the

'Minds on the Move' series.

- Gordon Jocelyn. Actor and television host. Interested in music,

theatre, literature.

- Richard G. King. Master mariner. Background of English

cathedral choral singing.

- Brian J. McDowell. Portrait painter. Greenshields Foundation

Grant in 1978 and 1979.

- James McLean. Musician. Canadian Opera Company, Festival

Singers.

- Elliot Morrison. Graphic Design Consultant. Interested in the

visual arts.

- Peter D. Norman. Risk management consultant. Interested in

club choral activities.

- Ronald L. Radley. Judge. Music and theatre are of special

interest.

- George G. Sinclair. Advertising executive. Interested in visual

arts, theatre, music.

- Ronald Slocombe. Chartered Surveyor. Interested in music,

painting and drawing.

- James R. Stewart. Painter with several gallery exhibitions.

- Richard M. Stultz. Realtor. Considerable experience with

national music organizations.

In concluding this list, we welcome the return to membership of

Hugh Walker, former Managing Director of the O'Keefe Centre.

In the next issue of The Newsletter, we intend to catch up and

include names and notes about those who have joined to date in

1980.

PHILIP J. AMBROSE Club member Philip J. Ambrose, sheriff for the Judicial District

of York, died recently after a long illness. He was 63. He was

born in Hamilton, educated at Trinity College School in Port Hope

3 33
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and Trinity College of the University of Toronto, and served in the
Canadian Army in the Second World War. He was the father of three
children.

At the Club, Phil took a keen interest in behind-the-scenes
activities for the Spring Show. He was dependable, moved quickly,
and could improvise. He acted as a genial host for the back-stage
parties for the crew that precede each night of the show, and his
spontaneous humour made them lively affairs.

At a Trinity College reunion he said: "They asked me at The Arts
and Letters Club if I would serve on the Fine Art Committee. I
readily agreed, visualizing trips to Florence and appraisal
sessions at Athens. When I turned up for the first tour of duty
the Chairman said: 'Here, grab this hammer and start driving in
nails so we can get these pictures hung up fast!' It was all quite
disillusioning."

The serious role played by Phil as a public-spirited citizen was
emphasized at a Memorial Service held on July 3 at Grace Church
on-the-Hill. Sheriffs of various Counties, with drawn swords, led
a solemn procession that included robed Registrars of the Courts.

The Old Testament Lesson was read by the Senior Judge of the
Judicial District of York followed by an eloquent tribute by the (
Attorney General of Ontario. The New Testament Lesson was read by
the Chief Justice of Ontario and a senior representative of The
Canadian Paraplegic Association reflected on his fine Chairmanship
of the Board of Governors of Lyndhurst Hospital.

WILLIAM A. HOWARD William A. (Bill) Howard, a long-time member of the Club, and a
retired interior decorator for the T. Eaton Company, died earlier
this month. He had not been in good health in recent years, but
he took great pleasure in attending Club activities.

Good design and good taste were a part of Bill from his early
days. He was born in London and trained there before coming to
Canada in 1921 at the age of 18 to join Thornton-Smith Co.
During World War II he designed the interior of Mosquito bombers
made at Malton.

After the war he joined Eaton's as a designer in the fine furniture
department, eventually heading the department. He supervised the
non-medical interiors of a number of hospitals across Canada,
including Scarborough General and Mount Sinai here in Metro.

His main hobby was designing Chinese red lacquer furniture, and a
large cabinet at Casa Loma is an example of his work. He also
painted and restored antique furniture, and collected stamps.

He is survived by his wife Sheila, who is known to many of us who
attend Ladies' Night affairs.

i __
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TORONTO ARTS

PRODUCTIONS

CONTRIBUTORS TO

THIS ISSUE

John Snell, a director of Toronto Arts Productions, St. Lawrence

Centre, indicates that the 1980-81 season is expected to be an

unusually good one; he is prepared to help members obtain good

seats.

Hugh Anson-Cartwright, Hunter Bishop, Alan Collier, Robin Cumine,

Jay Manning, Norman McMurrich, John Morrow, William Osler, Raymond

Peringer, Roland Pincoe, John Secord, William Sherman, John Snell,

Murray Stewart, Les Tibbles, and Wentworth Walker. Editor: Howard

Gerring, 270 Scarlett Road, Apt. 410, Toronto M6N 4X7.
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October, 1980

THE OPENING OF

ANOTHER SEASON

The Club's social season got off to a flying start on September 17.

The event, a Ladies' Night; the centre of attention, Ray Cattell,

his art and his work.

As Ray told of his boyhood, military travels and artistic career,

his audience quickly realized that he was a man of many talents.

His keen eye for colour was readily apparent from the paintings in

the Great Hall and the lounge. But his sensitivity to sound came

as a delightful surprise. His imitations of United Kingdom,

American and even Australian accents hit their mark, judging from

favourable audience response. Ray interspersed his talk with his

own renditions of hit songs of the day, accompanied by Jack Yocom

at the piano. The standing ovation said it all. He was introduced

by Alan Collier and thanked by John Snell.

A number of firsts for the evening must be noted. This was

President Norman McMurrich's debut; his wife Molly said the

invocation; and the President's Wine Glass, a donation of Bill

Shelden, was suitably christened.

PHILIP T. CLARK Long-time member Philip Thompson Clark died at his home recently

at 81. We knew him as Club Treasurer for many years, and a

pleasant individual. In the business world he was the man respon-

sible for drafting Ontario's retail sales tax in 1960 (even though

he opposed it) and the recipient of the Vanier Gold Medal in 1964

in recognition of his service to the Ontario Civil Service.

On October 3, Philip's family and friends joined Club members and

staff who knew him well in a tribute to his life as husband,

father, friend, financial adviser, and devoted member of the Club.

At the family's request, the bar was open and the evening began

with a brief reception. Those assembled then gathered in the

Great Hall. Reg Godden played, and Norman McMurrich said a few

words on behalf of the members and staff. Alan Collier showed

some slides of Philip's life in the Club and with his family at

Muskoka--slides contributed by Chuck Matthews, Hunter Bishop,

Clive Clark and Alan himself.

Reg played another selection following which Mrs. Marguerite Hunt,

Philip's niece, read a birthday ode which she had written on the

occasion of his 80th birthday.

9
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The evening was brought to a close by Clive Clark, Philip's eldest

son, who thanked all those who had contributed. It was, in the

words of one of our members, "a simple and beautiful tribute".

MEMBERS' DINNER

OCTOBER 31

MINDS ON THE MOVE

Anyone who listens to 'The Royal Canadian Air Farce' is well aware

of the superb talents of A & L member Alex Sheridan. Recognized

as one of the best sound effects practitioners in Canada, Alex

enjoys the challenge of creating 'live' effects on the spot,

rather than relying on recorded cassettes. A & L members got a

glimpse of Alex's talents at the Oxford McNeill show in September.

On Friday, October 31, at a Members' Dinner, Alex will entertain

us with stories of how he handled the toughest sound problems in

his career, the actors he has worked with, and how sound effects

can help a radio show set a mood that we then see in our mind's

eye. It should be a most entertaining evening, Friday,

October 31, 6:30 for 7 p.m. Reserve early, and why not bring a

prospective member as your guest?

The popular Minds on the Move luncheons are back for another

season, and you'll want to mark these three events on your

activities calendar:

Wednesday, October 22. Gene Kinoshita, principal architect for

the Royal Ontario Museum expansion program, speaking about the

new R.O.M.

Wednesday, November 26. Norman Elder, explorer and author,

speaking about the headlands of New Guinea.

NOTES FROM THE

ART COMMITTEE

Wednesday, December 17. Edward Gilbert, the new artistic

director of the Toronto Arts Productions, will tell us of his

plans.

If you are an out-of-town member, these three affairs are good

reasons for a trip to old T.O. Resident members surely couldn't

find a better place for lunch on those particular days than the

Arts & Letters Club.

Members delivering small paintings during the week of October

20-24 for the Annual Open Exhibition, should make sure the

paintings are framed and wired for hanging. The steward has

0

0

After another short selection from Reg, Chuck read a very short

but touching letter from Philip's life-long friend Murray Adaskin

who, because of recent hospitalization, was prevented from being

present. Chuck then introduced a taping of Murray Adaskin's

musical composition 'In Praise of Painters of the Nineteen

Thirties', the first movement of which was dedicated to Paraskeva

Clark. The tape was set up and played by Roly Pincoe.

I
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ARTISTS AT

WORK

(V

INVITATION FROM THE

HELICONIAN CLUB

0

new entry forms that must be filled out, giving titles, prices,
etc.; the member should retain a copy for his own records. Works
will be juried and hung on Saturday, October 25, by Franklin
Arbuckle, Ray Cattell, and Cleeve Home, and the exhibition will
continue until the Christmas decorations are mounted in the Great
Hall.

If you are a collector of paintings you will have an opportunity
of showing your favourites to your fellow members from February 7
to March 7, 1981. The Art Committee wants you to write in, as
soon as possible, listing what painting or paintings you will loan
the Club for a month. Please give the artist's name, title of the
painting, medium, size, and value for insurance. The exhibition
will be professionally hung and will be fully insured. The Art
Committee wants a well-rounded show and must avoid having too many
works by one or two artists; after you have submitted your propo-
sals, a selection committee will decide which ones will be
included in the exhibition.

An exhibition of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts to celebrate
its 100th birthday was a feature of this year's C.N.E. Among the
Academicians whose works were displayed were Club members Osvald
Timmas and Chris Yaneff, and proposed member Walter Curtin ...

York Wilson will be having a one-man show at Roberts Gallery from
October 22 until November 1 ... Jim Birnie will exhibit at Eaton's
Gallery from November 12 until the 27th ... Franklin Arbuckle is
showing at Montreal's Klinkoff Gallery during November ... Mackay
Houstoun will show at Roberts from December 10 to 20 ... and Alan
Collier's exhibition at Roberts will open March 3 ... Club artists
were busy this past summer: Bill Sherman and Murray Stewart
sketched on the west coast ... Alan Collier, Franklin Arbuckle and
Clint Barnett painted in Newfoundland ... and York Wilson is
currently sketching in Cape Breton ... If you were unable to
attend Alan Collier's Arctic Nights last season, you can 'catch'
him on November 15 when he addresses the Royal Canadian Institute
at Convocation Hall ... A painting by Kemp Kieffer will be the
prize in a draw at the Ontario Society of Artists' 28th annual
art sale at Grace Church-on-the-Hill on October 23 from 6:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m. ... and when you are enjoying our redecorated lounge,
offer up a word of thanks to the Art Committee for its contribu-
tion of $500 to help cover costs.

The Heliconian Club has extended an invitation to our members to
a dinner followed by a talk by Clara Thomas of the English Dept.,
York University. The topic will be William Arthur Deacon, book
review editor of Saturday Night magazine (1922-1928), literary
editor of The Globe & Mail (1928-1960), and author of several
books. Deacon was Canada's first full-time book reviewer. Dr.
Thomas recently completed a biography of Deacon to be published
later this year.

*
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Members are urged to telephone the Heliconian Club for reservations

well in advance, weekdays between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

The Heliconian Club, 35 Hazelton Avenue, 922-3618. Friday,

November 21, 1980; 6:30 p.m. for 7 p.m. $6 (yes, only six dollars)

per person.

NEW MEMBERS With the following list of new members, elected between January 1

and May 31, it seems timely to remind ourselves of our role as

proposers or seconders of new members. The job is only half done

when the member has paid his fees. To complete the process, do

bring him to lunch as soon as possible after he joins the Club,

and introduce him to the Club officers and to everyone at your

lunch table. Then, when he comes on his own, he will not be faced,

as some of us have been, with a feeling of isolation on arriving

in a social setting where there is not a single familiar face.

- Lanfranco Amato. Corporate Executive. Member, Ontario Arts

Council.

- Dacre Boulton. Package Designer. Interested in the visual arts.

His great-great-grandfather built The Grange.

- James William Brennan. Historical research curator, National

Postal Museum. Interested in art history and archives.

- Raymond Cantin. Sculptor. Cultural counsellor for Quebec in

Toronto. Interested in the Beaux-Arts.

- Ernest G. Clarke. Professor, Near Eastern Studies. Interested

in literature, music, graphics.

- Jerry Ginsberg. Art Director. Has had several one-man exhibi-

tions in Toronto.

- William J. Moffet. Architect. President, The Architectural

Conservancy of Ontario. Interested in sketching, photography.

ji - Ted Pasquale, Jr. Corporate Executive. Interested in painting
and sculpture.

- Ernest Sirluck. Professor of English. Former President,

University of Manitoba; former Dean of Graduate Studies,

University of Toronto. Interested in literature and painting.

- Charles Spain Verral. Author. OCA graduate; living in New

York since 1927.

- Michael C. Welsh. First Secretary, Canadian High Commission,
Singapore. Interested in theatre, painting, literature.

THE ARCHIVES Almost 30 years ago Robertson Davies' play 'Fortune My Foe' was

produced at Hart House; one of the young actors to have a part in

the play was Kenneth Jarvis. In recent years the Club staged a

reading of this work and Ken--by then a Club member--again played
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a part. The play calls for the use of a hand puppet depicting the

famous Mr. Punch, and Ken, using his sculptor's skill, made such a

prop for the Club production. He has recently donated the puppet

to our archives.

As readers of Hansard and newspapers will doubtless know, there is

a New Official version of O Canada. This was approved by the joint

Senate-House of Commons Committee and presented to Parliament in

Bill C 9. (The official Bill was C 30 dated July 1st.) Non-

resident member Rex Le Lacheur, who was musical consultant to the

Committee, has sent along several copies of a folio which contains

three versions of 0 Canada--the new official, the traditional, and

one known as the bilingual edition. In addition, Mr. Le Lacheur

has sent a 45 rpm record which contains his vocal solos (with

organ accompaniment) of two of the versions he arranged.

John Coulter has kindly given to archives a number of welcome

items. Included are some dozen photographs and a review of his

play 'Mr. Oblomoff', first produced by the Club in March 1946;

also a program and letter related to the second production of

February 1959. Additional material includes items reflecting the

Club's involvement in the work which came to fruition in the

presentation of the 'all-arts' brief to the Turgeon Committee of

the House of Commons in June 1944. Other items from the Club's

past make this a very acceptable gift.

Alan Collier must have typed during all the rainy days in Newfound-

land this summer, for he returned with many pages carefully

updating the list of tapes he has made of Club events. Bill

Sheldon continues to periodically find Club-related prints and

negatives, but his latest donation took a different form--it is

a stemmed toasting glass for use by the President and his

successors. We note with some envy that its capacity is more

than twice that of the Club's wine glasses.

Two books of historical interest head the list of the library's

latest acquisitions. The Romance of the Canadian National

Exhibition (1936) by O.J.C. Withrow begins with a brief history

of expositions in Upper Canada from the first in 1792 to the

founding of the Industrial Exhibition of Toronto in 1879.

Ontario Historic Sites, Museums, Galleries and Plaques is a 260-

page guide to all the items mentioned in the title. It is a

publication of the Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreation.

Image 6, a review of contemporary (1970) photography in Canada.

Edited by Lorraine Monk and designed by Allan Fleming, this

National Film Board book contains excellent examples of colour

and black and white photography.

Again delving into our history, this time for something literary,

we have acquired Motley: Verses Grave and Gay by J.W. Bengough.

This 1895 work is illustrated by J.D. Kelly, W.D. Blatchley, and

i°
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F.S. Challener as well as the author. Newton MacTavish's Canada
is a collection of humorous essays written while MacTavish was
editor of The Canadian Magazine in the 1920's. This founding
member of the Club was active in literary and journalistic
circles. The illustrations are by Richard Taylor, also a former
Club member, who went on to fame with The New Yorker magazine.

In the gifts department, Hugh Anson-Cartwright has donated a copy
of High Marsh Road by Douglas Lochhead, the latest publication of
Anson-Cartwright Editions. It consists of a series of poems,
notes and reflections influenced by the moods of the great
Tantramar Marshes of New Brunswick. The remainder of our gifts
all deal with clubs and club life. From John Sanderson we have
received Noble and Manly, The History of the National Sporting
Club by Guy Deghy. In fact, much of it is a history of boxing in
England from late Victorian times to the 1950's. The Royal
Canadian Yacht Club, Our First Century on the Islands is a 20-

page, handsomely illustrated booklet, describing RCYC activities
from 1880. This is a gift of Ted Brock.

The Library Committee continues to burrow in murky bookshops
retrieving from the dust the occasional item of interest. Such
is the Finding List of the Library of the Lotos Club. This
attractively bound book of some 130 pages lists and cross-
indexes the books and paintings of that New York club in 1903.
The club's eye-catching bookplate is reproduced on the inside
front cover. Finally, we have The Toronto Golf Club 1876-1976
by Jack Batten, the centennial history of that well-known place.

COMMENTS BY CURATOR Ray Peringer has very kindly donated three items to the Club
OF CLUB COLLECTIONS Collection.

1. Etching by John William Beatty circa 1911 of Farm Buildings,
Quebec.

2. Etching by George Chavignaud of a Dutch Canal Scene.

3. Pen and ink drawing of cows in pasture by Charles MacDonald

Manly (this was signed and presented to F.H. Brigden).

All three of these artists were founding Club members, which
makes Ray's gift particularly welcome.

M The collection of executive lists is rapidly approaching

completion. The list for 1972-1973 has just been completed by
David Shaw in a very humorous and beautifully executed manner.

One artist member of the Club who is not properly represented
in the Collection is Eric Aldwinckle who died less than a year

- z ago. We would be pleased to hear about a small representative
work which would be available for purchase (or, of course,
donation if preferred).

W
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NEWS IN BRIEF . On September the 20th, at St. Clement's Anglican Church, John
Sanderson spoke to the Royal School of Church Music, Toronto

Diocese Branch, on 'Music and the Liturgy'. The new Vice-

Chairman of the Branch, Malcolm McGrath, at the request of the
Chairman, Montague Larkin, introduced John in a delightful

fashion. A number of Club members and their wives were among

those present to hear John deliver, as only John can do, a

superbly witty address filled with wisdom and seasoned with

literary allusions. Beneath it all was a deeply moving

expression of some of John's own experiences, his faith and the
need to preserve the forms of the liturgy that have served the
Anglican church for over four hundred years.

. The Yonge Street Press (partners: B.T. Richardson and W.L.

Sheldon) has published a pamphlet 'Perspective on Humor in

Canada' by Harry Boyle. This is the speech which he made at

the Arts & Letters Club. The Yonge Street Press is donating

sufficient copies of the pamphlet to give one to each member.

. The City of Toronto Book Awards is an annual recognition by the

City, of authors of merit whose books were published during the

previous year. Among this year's eight recipients, three are

Club members: Eric Arthur, From Front Street to Queen's Park;

Richard B. Howard, Colborne's Legacy, Upper Canada College; and,

G. Blair Laing, Memoirs of an Art Dealer.

. As part of the celebration of Healey Willan's centenary, the

CBC presented a series of four programs during August and

September under the title of 'Music My Chief Delight'. These

programs were devoted, not to performance of his music, but to

an account of his career in Toronto, from his original appoint-

ment to the Toronto Conservatory of Music and St. Paul's Church

to the production of his opera Deirdre of the Sorrows, the

libretto of which was by Club member John Coulter. The

programs included reminiscences by many of his friends and

colleagues some of whom, such as Charles Peaker, George Lambert

and Godfrey Ridout, are former Club members.

. The 75th birthday of life member Reg Godden was marked by a

private buffet dinner in the Great Hall on September 18. The

guest list numbered a hundred, and the occasion was hosted by

Harry Somers, his wife Barbara, and Dorothy Robertson. Trib-

utes, musical and verbal, were given by Norman McMurrich,

William Kilbourne, Watson Evans, Mary Freedman, Eugene Kash,

Godfrey Ridout, Donald Davis, Dorothy Robertson, Beverly

Clarkson, three of Reg's students (young, gifted, beautiful

and very feminine) and, as a special surprise, the appearance

of the Canadian Brass who opened proceedings with a superb

processional--the Little G Minor by Bach.

. The Blyth Summer Festival in recent months presented a play,
The Life that Jack Built, based on events in the life of Life

*
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Member Jack McLaren, who now lives in Goderich. His role with
the original Dumbells during the First World War, the Group of
Seven, friendship with Dr. Banting, whom he met through the
Club, and other events were presented by five outrageous
characters each of whom insisted he was Jack McLaren--and
probably was since Jack's life (he's now 85) has been an
exceptionally full one.

. J. Mavor Moore, professor of theatre at York University, author,
actor and producer, and Chairman of the Canada Council. was
married recently to Alexandra (Sandra) Browning. A lyric
soprano who has performed with the English Opera Group, the
National Arts Centre, CBC and the Canadian Opera Company, Mrs.
Moore now teaches voice at the University of Western Ontario.
Mavor will be seen on CBC-TV this autumn in the series The
Phoenix Team, and currently is acting in a feature film, State
of the Art, with Donald Sutherland.

. A 15-member Federal Cultural Policy Review Committee has been
established by the government, with Louis Applebaum as chairman.
As a composer and former head of the Ontario Arts Council,
Louis is well qualified to lead the group in studying visual
and performing arts, heritage (museums and historical sites),
such cultural industries as book and magazine publishing,
musical recordings, films, broadcasting, the National Library
and Archives, international cultural relations, broadcasting
and (whew') the respective roles of federal cultural agencies
and the government itself.

. A new supply of Club ties and cravats has arrived, and are
available from Gunther--$10 for ties, $16 for cravats.

CONTRIBUTORS TO Hugh Anson-Cartwright, Hunter Bishop, Ted Brock, Alan Collier,
THIS ISSUE William Haehnel, Peter Hermant, Norman McMurrich, Raymond

Peringer, Jack Secord, William Sheldon, John Snell, Sandy
Stewart, and Wentworth Walker. Editor: Howard Gerring, 270
Scarlett Road, Apt.410, Toronto M6N 4X7. Contributions are
welcomed. Deadline for the next issue: Friday, December 5.
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December, 1980

A FEW WORDS

FROM THE PRESIDENT

To all of you, and particularly those who may not have an opportu-
nity to be at the Club over this festive season, greetings and
best wishes from your Executive Committee.

At this time of the year, when joy and goodwill abound, it is
heartening to see our beloved Club busy with activities.

Just a few days ago we celebrated the Healey Willan centennial
with an evening that is reported elsewhere in this Newsletter,
and a superb exhibition of memorabilia prepared by Archivist
Hunter Bishop.

On December 9 there was a Carol Singing Ladies' Night organized
by Ray Peringer and led by Malcolm McGrath. And the following
day featured another of Peter Hermant's Minds-on-the-Move

luncheons.

Our traditional Boar's Head Dinner will take place on December 17.
Thanks to Alan Collier and the Art Committee, the walls of the
Great Hall again feature panels on a Christmas theme. Other
decorations throughout the Club are the work of Murray Oliver and
a willing group of 'elves'. Our choir, organized by Jay Manning,
will sing to us with gay (?) abandon.

Finally, on December 24 a genial yuletide luncheon will be held.
And if you attended the yuletide luncheon last year, you are sure
to be on hand again this year.

In addition to the near-heroic efforts of a few dedicated members,
the staff of the Club works exceedingly hard to make all of these
events successful. For their service at this time, and through-
out the year, we owe them a considerable debt of gratitude, and
on your behalf I extend the compliments of the season to Gunther
and Lissi Schmedemann, Erika Hamann, Zilla Coombes, Ivka Brijesky,
Lillian French and Adela Stulgys.

I JOHN COULTER

12 FEB.'88 -

1 DEC.'80

Poet, Playwright and Life Member of the A&L, John Coulter was born
in Belfast. He spent his early years in Ulster, the 'twenties in
London, and from 1935, when he married 'Babs', the daughter of Dr.
Alexander Primrose, anatomist and surgeon, until her death in 1971,

he was resident in Toronto. He leaves two daughters: Clare
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Coulter, a fine actress, and Primrose Pemberton, who is a writer

and mother of Coulter's three grandchildren. Since 1971 he had

divided his years between Toronto, his cottage in the north, and

Ireland, and he would turn up at Elm Street surprising us all at

lunch, when passing through. Since his 90th year he had settled

down on this side of the Atlantic.

Coulter joined the Club in 1937, the year his fifth play 'The

House in the Quiet Glen' was published--an extraordinary

occurrence in those days. It had won many awards at the Dominion

Drama Festival that year. It was re-staged at the Club seven

years later, and again 35 years later at a dinner in Coulter's

honour.

Here are the plays by John Coulter that have been presented by

the Club:

1937 Father Brady's New Pig - a studio production at Sampson-

Matthews Ltd.

1940 Holy Manhattan

1941 Gabriel Grubbe - an adaptation from Dickens, for Christmas.

1943 The Fiddling Hind - a sketch for Christmas

1944 The House in the Quiet Glen

1946 Oblomov

1947 Deirdre - a reading by Coulter

1950 The Drums are out

1959 Oblomov

1972 The House in the Quiet Glen

A very important contribution to Canadian life was made by a group

of Club members in 1944, when an 'Artists' Brief' was prepared

under the chairmanship of Marcus Adeney, the cellist, for the

Turgeon Committee of the House of Commons. It was Coulter who

read the summary of the brief to the Committee in his finest

Ulster English, and it is of note that this brief had great influ-

ence in the preparation of the Massey Report. Coulter was then

made a founding member of the Canadian Arts Council--now the

Conference of the Arts.

The most important of Coulter's work must surely be his plays

about Louis Riel. The first of these was written for the New Play

Society in 1950 and presented at the Museum Theatre with Mavor

Moore as Riel, and Robert Christie as John A. Macdonald. It was

directed by Donald Harron. This play was a strong influence

within the libretto for the opera 'Riel' - 1967; and because of it,

Coulter was commissioned to write two other plays, 'The Crime of

Louis Riel' and 'The Trial of Louis Riel'. This last has been

played each year from 1967 to this day, in the very Regina
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Courtroom where Riel was sentenced.

John Coulter, poet and playwright, has left much to remember him

by. And, in particular, for us to remember him by: two long

poems for the Club, 'Fellows of Infinite Jest' for the 50th

Anniversary, March '58, and 'Lament for Healey Willan',

February '68.

This is a little verse of his which might be his own eulogy:

With all the care or the cunning that men of a different

breed

Have given to piling up money or building themselves a

big house

We have striven to add to each moment some richness of

word or of deed

Believing all else but morbid upholstering of the one-

roomed house.

John Coulter's autobiography 'In My Day' was published this year.

There is a copy in the Club Library.

HEALEY WILLAN NIGHT A special ladies' night was held on December 5 in honour of one of

our most highly esteemed and best loved members, the late Dr.

Healey Willan. During the past year, the centennial of his birth,

many events paying tribute to him have taken place throughout

Canada, and it was only fitting that the Club should do likewise.

On display in the front sitting room was a splendid collection of

Healey Willan memorabilia. It contains manuscripts, musical and

other, magazine articles, photographs, etc., some serious, some

amusing and altogether a vivid reminder of the man.

After dinner, David chterlony presented a film made by the

. National Film Board in 1949. In his introduction, he made a

prediction, based on his knowledge of Healey's profound belief in

the occult and his deep distrust of all things mechanical, that the

projector would break down. Sure enough, within five seconds it

ground to a halt, but due, not to Healey's ghost in action, but to a

very much alive member who had accidentally pulled the plug!

The film centred mainly on Healey's activities at St. Mary

Magdalen's with an interlude of him improvising a fugue on a theme

S , provided by students at one of Godfrey Ridout's classes. After

" ̂  the film David reminisced about Healey as teacher, colleague and

friend and then called on Hunter Bishop who gave a short review of

some of the highlights of HQaley's activities within the Club,

notably his setting of the Constitution to music and his writing

of the Choral March, both of which are still sung at Club functions.

He concluded with a witty poem written at the time when Healey

became president of the Club. The writer, one 'Willy Healen', gave

sage advice to all who might aspire to that august office.



Nicholas Goldschmidt, the chairman of the Healey Willan Centennial

Celebration Committee, then took the floor and recalled the warm

welcome he had received from Healey when he came to Toronto and

joined the Club. He then described the work of his committee

which organized events across the country, and solicited the funds

which made possible the establishment of a Healey Willan Scholar-

ship and a Healey Willan Prize.

To conclude a memorable evening, the Club choir in excellent voice,

sang the Constitution and the Choral March.

NEW MEMBERS Welcome to the new members who have joined us in the months of

July to November:

- Eugene J. Blaine. Project administrator for the New Massey Hall.

Potential stage hand.

- Graham H. George. Restoration architect. Our first fourth-

generation member. His father, Jim, is a member, as were his

grandfather and great-grandfather. Interested in set design.

- Edgar (Ned) S. Hanson. Organist and choirmaster of St. Simon's

Church. Ned has rejoined us after several years' absence.

- Benoit Jobin. Priest and teacher. Collects paintings and

porcelain. Potential choir member.

- William Duncan Matheson. Engineering manager. Particular

interest in photography (several exhibitions) and in stage

management.

- John Duncan McKellar. Lawyer. President, Toronto Arts

Productions.

- W. Murray Oliver. Interior designer. Particular interest in

water-colour painting.

- John P. Pelletier. Lawyer. Collects prints and engravings.

Potential choir member.

- Roger I. Priddle. Corporate executive. Interested in art,

music, theatre.

- George W. Robinette. Lawyer. Interested in painting and music,

particularly piano.

- W.G. Bryon Sims. Book publisher. Interested in literature and

photography.

- David Skene-Melvin. Editor. Special interest in crime, detec-

tive, espionage, mystery and thriller fiction and film.

S - Zoltan Szabo. Painter, author, teacher. Special interest in
/ water-colour and photography.



- John H. Tuttle. Organist and choirmaster of St. Paul's Church,

Bloor Street. Organist to University of Toronto. As a

counterpoint to his music, he is a flying instructor 
at Toronto

Island Airport.

- Tony van Bridge. Actor, director. Interest in music, painting

(chiefly the Impressionists). He has an interest in railways

and aircraft but is careful to point out that he does 
not

collect them'

4

- Reginald R. Wallace. Professional engineer. Interested in

photography and visual arts. Potential choir member.

Members Lew Parker and Bill Haehnel are currently included 
in a

show at Gallery Gabor until Christmas. Bill, a retired engineer,

finds music and painting two satisfactory activities. 
Lew Parker,

on the other hand, is off to the east to be Artist-in-Residence

at Fortress Louisburg, Cape Breton, from December until 
May, and

then will be at the Citadel, Halifax, painting murals, 
etc.

Gerry Sevier recently had a successful show at the Merton 
Gallery

but, in his usual reticent manner, didn't advise us 
in time to

mention it in the last Newsletter.

Mac Houstoun's work is being shown at Roberts Gallery 
until

December 20, while Barker Fairley has a one-man show 
at the

Marianne Friedland Gallery until December 31.

SHOW OF MEMBERS'

DRAWINGS

COMMENTS BY CURATOR

OF CLUB COLLECTIONS

The Second Annual Exhibition of Drawings by members will 
be

juried on January 10 by Franklin Arbuckle, Ray Cattell, 
and

Cleeve Home. Submissions are limited to two drawings per member,

which must be framed and wired for hanging, and delivered 
to the

Club during the week of January 5-9.

A major acquisition has been made on behalf of the 
Club by the

Art Committee: 'Falling Leaves, Meadowvale' by J.W. Beatty. An

8!" x 10%" oil painting on wood panel, it is a most important 
and

beautiful addition to the Club Collection. Since J.W. Beatty was

a founding member and.a Club President, this is an extremely

welcome purchase.

Our appeal in the last letter regarding Eric Aldwinckle 
has led

to the donation by Les Trevor of a drawing by Eric. We are very

pleased to receive this. We do hope, however, that a small

painting might become available.

..... 5

ARTISTS

AT WORK

- J. Bryan Vaughan. Communications consultant. Special interest

in Arthur Heming and Canadian antiques.

I
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The rehanging of the Presidents' portraits and executive lists is
in progress and will result in a more orderly presentation as
well as allowing for more portraits and lists to be hung.

We are pleased to advise that Chris Yaneff has taken on the 1975-
1976 list. This was the only list not being worked so total com-
pletion is hoped for in the reasonably near future.

Well, the most obvious answer to that question may be seen in the
newly refurbished lounge and bar. Although these developments
are reported under the heading of 'House', participation extended
far beyond that. The new panelling and lighting in the lounge
were specified by the Art Committee, and installed under the
supervision of Lew Hartley. The Art Committee also selected the
paint colour for the bar, and contributed financially to the
total cost. Reg McLean built the new light trough for the lounge
ceiling, which he and Oxford McNeil designed. The Archivist, the
Curator, and several work parties are among others to whom we owe
thanks.

One of our unsung heroes is our steward, Gunther Schmedemann. It
is his business to juggle and resolve all the conflicting demands
on the Club facilities and premises and, with the busy Christmas
and winter seasons coming up, this is no easy matter.

The regular day-to-day operation of the Club is only a small part
of the steward's role. Every evening function requires an estima-
tion of the additional staff and catering requirements needed.
He also supervises the functions when the Club is rented by other
organizations. Often Gunther and his staff are kept going late
into the night for several nights running.

Gunther is responsible for both the operation of the kitchen and
the house in general. The kitchen is under the direct supervision
of Zilla Coombes, who has been with us for 13 years. The rest of
the operation is under the direction of Erika Hamann, who manages
to remain perpetually calm and cheerful.

Any complaints which members have about service, food, drink, or
facilities, should go directly to Gunther. If he can't resolve
the matter, he will bring it to the House Committee who, if
necessary, will bring it to the Executive. The point is, that
Gunther is responsible for service and catering and is the court
of first resort. We are fortunate to have Gunther and his staff
to cater to our wishes. A nod of appreciation now and then
doesn't come amiss.

We are having a problem with reservations for Club activities.
Our Steward is often asked to take reservations by phone, and
while he would like to oblige, the Executive Committee has
established a policy which does not permit him to do this,

4
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except from members who live out of town.

The problem with phoned reservations, which are not paid for, is

that too often they are not picked up. If places at a function

are held for individuals who turn out to be no-shows, other

members or their guests may be disappointed, and the Club is left

with empty places that could have been used.

Obviously, out-of-town members are in a special category. They

cannot get to the Club as easily as others, and phoned reserva-

tions will be accepted from them. But-please-if you change

your mind, let us know'

For in-town members, reservations are confirmed only when they

are paid for. Addressed envelopes and reservation forms are in-

cluded with calendar mail-outs for your convenience. However,

why not come in and make your reservations personally?

THE ARCHIVES Following the exhibition in the display cases which was put up to

salute the 100th anniversary of the R.C.A., a more comprehensive

exhibition has been mounted throughout the lounge to mark the

100th year since the birth of Healey Willan. Happily, all but

two of the items shown are owned by the Club. The pieces on loan

are a pair of programmes of concerts by Willan's Tudor Singers

which were given on two successive nights at Carnegie Hall in New

York. The programmes were lent by Ernest Newson, a member of the

Tudor Singers.

The exhibition contains a good deal of the music written or

) i arranged by Willan for the Club. As for seeing the show, it is

expected that it will be up until early January. So if you know

S \ persons interested in the man and his music bring them to lunch.

(Ladies admitted after Club hours by appointment with the

/ Archivist.) The work of the special hanging committee is

acknowledged with sincere gratitude: Bob Hume, who came from

Ottawa to participate, Bill Sherman, who volunteered his display-

i mounting skills on a moment's notice, and Ray Peringer, who dealt

with the numerous tasks required.

_Further thanks go out to: Frank McKeown, who in addition to

aidentifying items in the Archives book has been lettering titles

for displays; to John Scott, who has been photographing displays;

and to all unnamed donors who have passed relevant material to

the Archivist.

FIFTY YEARS AGO The painting exhibition which began the fall season in 1930 was

THIS FALL of the work of C.W. Jefferys; the exhibition was opened with a

i talk by Fred Haines ... A meeting at the Club of civic-minded

Torontonians and members was held to plan a huge 'Light of the

World'.pageant for the Coliseum in December; proceeds were to go

F
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to 'charity and the unemployed' ... At the Club's annual meeting
in October, Ernest MacMillan became President and Barry Cleveland
Vice-President; Augustus Bridle and Robert Defries continued as
Secretary and Treasurer respectively.

The 'Nobull Award for Literature' was announced at the House
Dinner in November, an occasion for a parody on the Canadian
Authors Association ... Later a musical dinner was held, the
entertainment being provided by the Club orchestra conducted by
Reginald Stewart, and by the internationally recognized Hart
House Quartette ... On December 2nd a viola and piano recital
was given for members and guests by Milton Blackstone and Ernest
MacMillan.

Christmas dinner entertainments used to be more elaborate than
those of recent years. Fifty years ago the Club choir was on
stage being conducted by Healey Willan while the accompanying
orchestra of 17 musicians was in the gallery being conducted by
Reginald Stewart. During dinner there were 'Carols, Pranks,
Divertissements, and Surprises of a Festal Flavour'. The post-
dinner programme included: an introductory poem by E.J. Pratt;
Greig's 'Landsighting', with both choir and orchestra, conducted
by Willan, in the gallery; 'The Order of Good Cheer', a play re-
creating Christmas in Port Royal in 1604, with music from French
Canadian songs by Willan; 'Christmas at A Hudson's Bay Post',
based on a story by Charles Comfort and staged by A.E. Coventry.

THE LIBRARY The first of the library's recent acquisitions should be of major
interest to many members, artists, art collectors and the Curator.
The Art World (Law, Business and Practice) by Toronto lawyers
Aaron Milrad and Ella Agnew presents in readable form the legal
implications of virtually every aspect of art: copyright, artist-
dealer-patron relationships, taxation, and the loan of art, to
mention a few. The book received a most favourable review in the
Sept.-Oct. issue of Artmagazine currently on the library magazine
rack.

Next, we have a pair of handy reference books from the Canadian
Conference of the Arts. Who's Who 1980-81 is a guide to federal
and provincial departments and agencies involved with the arts,
their funding programmes, and the people who head them. Who Does
What 1980-81 lists and describes the work of national arts associ-
ations, service associations and unions.

The latest of our recent purchases is Thoreau MacDonald's
Notebooks. Published by Penumbra. Press, it consists of the
artist's 1912 diary, notes around home, two stories, and letters
to such notables as Lorne Pierce and Carl Schaefer. It is a
companion volume to his father's book J.E.H. MacDonald's
Sketchbook 1915-1922 acquired, last spring.

*



A number of recent gifts now grace the library shelves. Walter

Coucill has donated a copy of the well written and beautifully

illustrated Passionate Spirits. A history of The Royal Canadian

Academy 1880-1980 by Rebecca Sisler. Members will be amused at

the description of the Club as "Toronto's more sophisticated

answer to Montreal's Pen and Pencil Club, founded in 1908." Club

members who are also academicians are requested to sign the fly-

leaf of the copy in the library.

From Wentworth Walker we have received Edwin Lutyens, a monograph

of the English architect (1869-1944) described as "the modern

successor to Christopher Wren." Photographs of his buildings,

many selected from the pages of Country Life magazine, and

exquisitely reproduced, make this book a most attractive addition

to the architecture section. Since 1847 tells the story of The

Canada Life Assurance Company from its modest beginning in rented

quarters in Hamilton to a dominating position on the Toronto sky-

line. The text by John Morrow is complemented by attractive

design work and photographs of company artifacts.

Finally, the Library Committee has donated two items. Beyond Four

Walls by A.F. Key tells of the origin and development of Canada's

1,100 museums while probing man's compulsion for collecting and

displaying objects. Old English Coffee Houses, another attractive

booklet from The Rodale Press, is a humorous account of the trials

and tribulations of those venerable institutions.

NEWS IN BRIEF . Malcolm Taylor, professor of public policy at York University,

has won the Royal Society of Canada's Jason A. Hannah Medal for

his book 'Health Insurance and Canadian Public Policy'. He has

had a close association with the development of federal-

provincial health care relations, and is currently writing

another book which asks "where we are, where we are going, and

whether it is the right direction."

. The current 17-cent Christmas postage stamp illustrates a

Christmas card design created back in the 'thirties by J.S.

Hallam. It shows a merry sleigh ride and was originally for a

card produced by the William E. Coutts company. At the

suggestion of A.Y. Jackson, the company commissioned 26 Canadian

Sartists to create a contemporary series in typical Canadian

- style. Payment was $25 for each design!

S. Ken Jarvis has accepted appointment as Club Counsel and

f \Associate Secretary to replace Ernest Newson who resigned the

Sltpost recently after many years of service.

. On invitation from the City of Toronto, Martin Gelber has agreed

to serve on the Visual Arts Sub-Committee of the Toronto Sesqui-

. \\ ;, *centennial Celebrations Committee, and Jonathan Welsh will serve
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on the Performing Arts Sub-Committee. Both are the Club's
official representatives.

. It was a new look for the old Great Hall on Ladies' Night
October 9. Four television monitors, a videotape player and
seemingly endless amounts of wire greeted members, their ladies
and guests . Kathryn McFarlane of TVOntario spoke on The Art
of Educational Television.

Using television programme segments ranging from vintage Milton
Berle to recent telecasts, and special learning materials from
TVO's library, Mrs. McFarlane demonstrated the uniqueness of
educational television and its potential role in our schools as
well as in our family viewing. On display was an array of TVO
publications designed to supplement the programmes.

The speaker was introduced by TVO Chairman Jim Parr, who also
gave us a brief history of the network along with a glimpse of
future projects. Raymond Peringer thanked the speaker and
extended the Club's best wishes to TVOntario on the occasion of
its 10th anniversary.

Speaking of TVOntario, the network was awarded two prizes at the
recent International Film and Television Festival in New York.
A programme on lasers received a gold medal, while 'North
America: Growth of a Continent' w6n a bronze medal.

. An honorary degree (Doctor of Laws) from Concordia University
has been awarded to non-resident member and well-known Canadian
film-maker Tom Daly. A pioneering film producer and original
member of the National Film Board of Canada since its formation
in the early 1940's, he has been a leading influence on the
development of the English-Canadian cinema, and has produced
close to two hundred films. From 1950 to 1964 he was the
executive producer of a unit responsible for the creation of
animated, live-action, educational and experimental films.
During this same period he was also producing films for tele-
vision. He has been responsible for the guidance and creative
development of many outstanding NFB artists and has taken an
interest in the work of film production students at Concordia's
Faculty of Fine Arts. Tom is a brother of R.A. (Dick) Daly who
is also a Club member.

* "There are many viking ships sailing in here tonight," observed
President Norman McMurrich as he greeted the dozen or so A&L
members, many sporting the Club tie, who attended the Heliconian
Club dinner on November 21.

Edith Fowke, Canada's grand lady of folklore, introduced the
speaker, Clara Thomas of York University. She spoke on the
subject of her recent biography, William Arthur Deacon, a

· ·
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former Club member, but best known as Canada's first full-time
literary editor. As a person deeply committed to Canadian
literature, Dr. Thomas said, Deacon assisted, cajoled and
inspired many of our most famous contemporary writers.

President Norman thanked Heliconian President Gladys Aykroyd
for the warm welcome extended by the Heliconians, and expressed
the hope that we would soon see them at 14 Elm Street.

. The Spring-Summer 1980 issue of The Chesterton Review contains
a laudatory report of Tony van Bridge as G.K. Chesterton at the
Shaw Festival Theatre last year. Tony was recently welcomed as
a Club member.

. Two Club members were honoured October 29 when the Ontario
Society of Artists held a special dinner at Hotel Toronto to

CC> pay respects to those who had been O.S.A. members for more than

50 years. Lieutenant-Governor John Aird and his wife graced
Sthe head table and the meeting was chaired by Club member Kemp

. Kieffer, president of the O.S.A. A.J. Casson and Jack McLaren
1• .. were among those with long-time service and they spoke briefly

about what the society has meant to them, and about their
current painting activities. Incidentally, both have been

challengers on CBC-TV's Front Page Challenge this year--'Cass'
in May and Jack in November. 'Cass's' headline was about his
sell-out exhibition at Roberts Gallery in his 83rd year. Jack

stumped the experts with the story of the 'Dumbells' appearance
on Broadway in 1923. Jack wrote and acted in that show but
left the 'Dumbells' shortly thereafter to return to his drawing

--- - and painting--and to become active in Arts and Letters Club
shows.

CONTRIBUTORS TO Hunter Bishop, Robert Christie, Alan Collier, William Haehnel,
THIS ISSUE Norman McMurrich, John Morrow, Douglas Omand, Raymond Peringer,

Jack Secord, John Snell, Wentworth Walker, and York Wilson.
Editor: Howard Gerring. Contributions welcomed. Deadline for
the next issue: Friday, February 6.
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